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SPORTS: Racers Wrap Up Preseason With Scrimmage
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NOAAIAP Photos

The above image is from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration infrared satellite, which
shows the center of Hurricane Katrin making landfall in
Plaquemines Parrish, La., just south of Buras at about
7:10 a.m. EDT today. At right, Blair Quintana, right, and
Patrick Lampano seek shelter in a doorway in the French
Quarter of New Orleans as Hurricane Katrina pounds the
Crescent City this morning.

Katrina Slams Into New Orleans

By The Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Hurricane Katrina plowed into
this below-sea-level city today
with howling, 145-mph winds
and blinding rain that ripped
away Pico!" ALlbe.xclof of the
Superdome, knocked out power
and flooded some homes to the
ceilings.
Katrina weakened overnight
to a Category 4 storm and turned
slightly eastward before hitting
land about 6:10 a.m. CDT east
of Grand Isle near the bayou
town of Buras, providing some
hope that this vulnerable city
would be spared the storm's full
fury.
But National Hurricane
Center Director Max Mayfield
warned that New Orleans would
be pounded throughout the day
and that Katrina's potential 15foot storm surge, down from a
feared 28 feet, was still substantial enough to cause extensive
flooding.
"I'm not doing too good right
now," Chris Robinson said via
cellphone from his home east of
the city's downtown. "The
water's rising pretty fast. I got a
hammer and an ax and a crowbar, but I'm holding off on
breaking through the roof until
the last minute. Tell someone to
come get me please. I want to
live."
At the Superdome, home to
9,000 storm refugees. wind
peeled off pieces of metal on the
golden roof, leaving two holes
that were visible from the floor.
Water dripped in, and people
were moved away.
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Local Red Cross
volunteer assigned
to help New Orleans

AP Photo

High winds and rain pound the Louisiana Superdome and New Orleans as Hurricane
Katrina makes landfall along the Louisiana coast today. Officials report that part of the
roof of the Superdome was blown off because of the storm and the facility, which is
housing some 10,000 evacuees, is leaking.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Veteran volunteer Dee Minter of the Murray-Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross has dealt with the
aftermath of hurricanes before. What she and others may be dealing with later today and into Tuesday could present challenges
they haven't had before.
Reached this morning by phone, she and
hundreds of Red Cross personnel from
throughout the United States were in
Montgomery, Ala., waiting to see just how
damaging Hurricane Katrina will be, particularly to perhaps the most vulnerable city in
the nation to such an event, New Orleans,
La.
And she will see the aftermath up close.
"We have been assigned to the east side
of New Orleans." said Minter, who could
not talk long when reached at around 8:20 this morning. "We're
about to go into a staff meeting. I wish I could talk a little longer.
but I'm the one that's going to be taking the notes, so I really need
to get in there."
New Orleans' circumstance has become the main story when
it comes to Katrina. Situated 12 feet below sea level, it could
become totally flooded when the eye of Katrina, a Category 4
storm at last check with maximum sustained winds of 145 mph
and having produced waves as high as 46 feet off the southeastern Louisiana coast earlier, passes just to the east of the city
sometime today.
However, for Minter and her fellow volunteers, they, too, will
be experiencing the wrath of a storm that may rank as the fourth
most intense hurricane to strike the United States. Though sheltered from the storm surge that could send waves as high as 28
feet crashing into Gulf of Mexico coast areas of Louisiana and

Others stayed and watched as
sheets of metal, flapped and
rumbled loudly. From the floor,
looking up more than 19 stories,
it appeared to be openings of
about six feet long.
General Manager Glenn
Menard said he did not know
how serious the problem was.
"We have no way of getting anyone up there to look," he said.
Scores of windows were
blown out at some of New
Orleans' hotels.
Katrina, which had strengthened a day before into a 175-

mph Category 5 behemoth
before weakening, still had hurricane winds extending 120
miles from its center. Mayfield
said at midmorning the worst
flooding from storm surge was
on the Mississippi coast, east of
the eye, with the highest storm
surge recorded so far at 22 feet
in Bay St. Louis.
Along U.S. 90 in Mississippi,
the major coastal route that is
home to the state's glitzy casinos, sailboats were washed onto
the four-lane highway, which
was deserted and flooded in
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areas.
"This is a devastating hit —
we've got boats that have gone
into buildings," Gulfport Fire
Chief Pat Sullivan said as he
maneuvered around downed
trees in the city. "What you're
looking at is Camille II."
In Gulf Shores, Ala., which
nearly a year ago was Ground
Zero for Hurricane Ivan's
destruction, waves crashed over
the seawalls and street lights
danced in the howling winds.

See Page 2A
II See Page 2A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Kentucky State Police is currently

investigating a body found inside a burned
mobile home Sunday night.
According to a release from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, a house fire
was reported at 1012 Russell Drive at
around 11:48 p.m. The mobile home was
discovered engulfed in flames.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue extinguished the fire and discovered the body of

an unknown subject in the mobile home'S
east end bedroom.
Both Calloway County Coroner and state
fire marshal were requested to investigate,
as well as KSP, the release stated.
The release stated it was unknown if the
person inside the residence was the mobile

III See Page 2A
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•Katrina ...
From Front
About 370.000 customers in
southeastern Louisiana were
without power. said Chew!
Lagarde. spokesman for Entergy
Corp.. the main energy power
company in the region.
In New Orleans' French
Quarter, where the power went
out at 6:35 a.m.. hotel residents
huddled inside in thc midmorning darkness as winds howled, a
horizontal rain pinged against
the windows, and slate roof tiles
lore off.
At the hotel Le Richelieu, the
winds blew open sets of balcony
french doors shortly after dawn.
Seventy -three -year-old
Josephine Elow of New Orleans
pressed her weight against the
broken doors as a hotel employee tried to secure them.
"It's not life-threatening,"
Mrs. Elow said as rain water
dripped from her face. "God's
got our back."
Elow's daughter. Darcel
Elow. was awakened before
dawn by a high-pitched howling
that sounded like a trumpeting
AP Photo
elephant.
National Hurricane Center Director Max Mayfield, left, checks his watch as hurricane
"I thought it was the horn to specialist Stacy Stewart, right, makes the landfall call of Hurricane Katrina
at the
National Hurricane Center in Miami. Katrina made its Gulf coast landfall at Plaquemines
Parrish, La., lust south of Buras at about 7:10 a.m. EDT.

Town Crier

tell everybody to leave out the
NOTICE
hotel," she said as she walked
• The CERT (Community
the hall in her nightgown.
Emergency Response Team)
For years, forecasters have
Training will meet at the First
warned
of the nightmare sceBaptist Church Fellowship
Hall, 203 S. 4th - St. tonight nario a big storm could bring to
New Orleans, a bowl of a city
from9.
IN The RSVR•Homeland7 that is up to 10 feet below sea
Security Advisory Council will level in spots and relies on a netmeet in the upstairs meeting work of levees, canals and,
room
the
of
Weaks pumps to
keep dry from the
Community
Center
on
Mississippi
River on one side,
Tuesday at 10 a m.
II The City of Murray will Lake Pontchartrain on the other.
The fear is that flooding
have an informational meeting
from 5-7 p.m. Tuesday at city could overrun the levees and
hall to discuss plans to con- turn New Orleans into a toxic
struct a new business loop lake filled with chemicals and
from Ky. 121 to Glendale petroleum from refineries, as
Road to Ky. 94. Preliminary well
as waste from ruined septic
- plans will be on hand and the
• public will be informed about systems.
In the uptown area of New
right-of-way and construction
issues involved with the proj- Orleans on the south shore of
ect The public is encouraged Lake Ponchartrain, floodwaters
to attend and offer any ideas by 8 a.m. had already intruded
and opinions.
on the first stories of some hous,
•A special-called meeting
of the Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled for 7 p.m. on Tuesday at
A story
regarding
a
the Carter Administration
Character
Counts! event
• Building to hear public corn- Tuesday contained an incorrect
rnents regarding a proposed
time. Afternoon activities —
• general fund tax levy for fiscal
weather permitting — will
year 2005-2006
begin at 5:30 p.m. The story
•To report a Town Crier
listed 4:30 p.m.
item, call 753-1916.
The Murray Ledger & lanes
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.
NOW SERViNG MURRAY
Udit11000NWEI. No Contracts!

Correction

es and some roads were impass- dehydration.
able.
Katrina, which cut across
Crude oil futures spiked to Florida last week, had intensimore than $70 a barrel in fied into a colossal Category 5
Singapore for the first time over the warm water of the Gulf
Monday as Katrina targeted an of Mexico, reaching top winds
area crucial to the country's of 175 mph before weakening as
energy infrastructure. but the it neared the coast.
price had slipped back to $68.95
A hurricane warning was in
by midday in Europe. The storm effect for the north-central Gulf
already forced the shutdown of Coast from Morgan City, La., to
an estimated 1 million barrels of the Alabama-Florida line.
refining capacity.
Tornado warnings were posted
Terry Ebben. New Orleans for Louisiana, Mississippi,
director of homeland security, Alabama and Florida.
said more than' 4,000 National
New Orleans has not taken a
Guardsmen were mobilizing in direct hit from a hurricane since
Memphis and would help police Betsy in 1965, when an 8-to 10New Orleans streets.
foot storm surge submerged
The head of Jefferson Parish, parts of the city in seven feet of
which includes major suburbs water. Betsy, a Category 3
and juts all the way to the storm- storm, was blamed for 74 deaths
vulnerable coast, said some resi- in Louisiana, Mississippi and
dents who stayed would be for- Florida.
tunate to survive.
Evacuation orders also were
"I'm expecting that some posted all along the Mississippi
people who are die-hards will coast, and the area's casinos,
die hard," parish council built on barges, were closed.
President Aaron Broussard said.
Katrina hit the southern tip of
The evacnation itself claimed Florida as a much weaker storm
lives. Three New Orleans nurs- Thursday and was lamed for
ing home residents died Sunday nine deaths. It left miles of
after being taken by bus to a streets and homes flooded and
Baton Rouge church. Don knocked out power to 1.45 milMoreau, of the East Baton lion customers. It was the sixth
Rouge Parish Coroner's Office, hurricane to hit Florida in just
said the cause was probably over a year.
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Marijuana crop
spotted by KSP
and destroyed
Staff Report
on Chester for the cultivation of
Murray Ledger & Times
marijuana and other offenses as
About $500,000 worth of the investigation continues,
marijuana has been confiscated according to police.
from a Calloway County honse--_--- Earlier Saturday, rnethamfollowing aerial surveillance by phetamine,several items of drug
the Kentucky State Police.
paraphernalia, a stolen lap-top
According to a release from computer and several firearms
KSP in Mayfield, the crop was were found by Kentucky State
detected growing near the resi- Police investigators during a
dence of Dennis Chester and search Saturday of a Green
Marsha Morgan of Old Lynn Valley Road home.
Grove Road around 10:45 a.m.
Amanda Cutsinger, 22, of
on Saturday. After obtaining a Calvert City, and Dapine Smith,
search warrant, 296 marijuana 20, of Murray, were arrested
plants were removed from the when police executed a search
site by the KSP Marijuana warrant at the home just after 8
Eradication Team. About one a.m. Both women were charged
pound of processed marijuana, with first-degree possession of
several items of drug parapher- controlled substance, possession
nalia, and a stolen John Deere of drug paraphernalia and
"Gator" all-terrain vehicle were receiving stolen property over
allegedly found on the property. $300.
Morgan, 58, was charged
Police said additional charges
with possession of marijuana, are pending against a third suspossession of drug parapherna- pect, Danny Williams. the
lia and receiving stolen property owner of the home.
over $300. Charges are pending

•Body •••

•Volunteer

WEATHER

Murray Police Department
• An accident with iniunes involving a motorcycle was reported at
12:38 p.m on Fnday at the corner of 16th and Ryan streets.
Meagan Davis, 24, of Houston ,Texas was attempting to make a
turn onto Ryan from 16th Street when she struck a motorcycle
operated by Rachel Mimms, 20, of Murray. Mimms was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of possible
iniuneS. She was released following treatment, according to hospital officials
•An accident with injuries was reported on Wal-Mart Drive at 2:26
p.m. on Friday. John Fielders, 16, of New Concord, crossed Ky.
121 northbound causing a collision with a vehicle driven by Kyle
Stacy, 18, of Murray, that was crossing Wal-Mart Drive. Police
said Fielders is believed to have crossed the highway on a red
light. A passenger in Stacy's vehicle, Heather Hunt, 17, of Murray,
was eiected from the vehicle. Hunt was taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where she was treated and then released. The
Murray Fire Department and Calloway County EMS also
responded to the scene.
• Charles Brigham IV was arrested for alcohol intoxication, possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia by
Murray police around 1 a.m. Saturday.
• Micah Jones was arrested and charged with second-degree
burglary around 1 a.m. Sundayday at a North 16th Street
address.
• Ronald° Johnson, 25, of Fulton, Ky., was arrested on Sunday
and charged with possession of a handgun by a convicted felon
and first degree trafficking in a controlled substance.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

From Front
Mississippi, Montgomery, located around two hours north of the
coast, still sits in the path of a
storm that will still pack a big
punch once it arrives there.
"We've ridden out these
kinds of storms before, though."
said Minter, who experienced a
glancing blow from Hurricane
Ivan a year ago when its outer
bands brushed the southwest
side of Ronda, where she and
her husband. Harold, were
involved with relief operations
for victims of Hurricane
Charley. "We are a little worried, though, because (in
Montgomery) we are situated in
an area where the heaviest bands

From Front
home's owner. No name was
released by authorities, pending

notification to relatives.
The incident is currently
under investigation by the
Kentucky State Police.

•••

of the storm will go through. Houston. Texas, where more
That means we are going to be units are gathering to head east
in the area of the storm that's to storm-stricken areas.
been producing tornadoes, so
Other Kentucky volunteer
that is a concern."
groups also are preparing to
Once the storm's worst head to the coast. Larry Koch,
effects leave Montgomery, disaster relief associate for the
though, Minter, who is teamed Kentucky Baptist Convention,
with
a
volunteer
from said two kitchen units, one from
Owensboro on this mission, said Stanford
and
one from
all units currently there will Henderson, are heading to a
descend on the coastal areas.
staging area in Memphis. Tenn..
Minter could be joined even- this afternoon. He also said the
tually by more volunteers affili- Blood River Baptist Association
ated with the Murray-Calloway kitchen, headed by James
chapter. Keena Miller, who Clayton of Benton, will be
chairs the chapter's board, said departing later in the week.
this morning that four volunAt this point, he said all those
teers have said they would be units' destinations are unknown.
available for service, more than
'The Red Cross is in charge
likely at a staging area in of that. They tell us where to

go." Koch said this morning as
he was preparing to accompany
the Stanford and Henderson
units to Memphis. "We're just
going to wait it out (at
Memphis) until we get the word
to head down there. Once we get
there, hopefully we can everything up and running where we
can
begin
cooking
by
Wednesday.It also appears additional
Kentucky Baptist units will be
called into action. KBC's news
and web specialist Brenda Smith
said the word from the Red
Cross is "to anticipate a long
term stay." Those units have
been instructed to bring 20,000
meals each with them.

ATTENTION DIABETICS!!
NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!
Come check out the newest technology for testing your blood sugar and...

NEVER STICK YOUR FINGER AGAIN!!!
All Diabetics who attend are eligible to receive the new FreeStyle Blood Glucose
Monitoring System to be paid for by your Medicare. Also, Diabetics with Medicare
qualify to be fitted for Diabetic shoes and 3 sets of Custom Molded Inserts. In the past
year, Medicare has approved many new styles of shoes.. like dress shoes, casual
topsiders, and tennis shoes that are great for walking. These shoes come in all leather
and are designed to be lightweight and provide your feet with extra support and
cushioning to keep your feet comfortable. Everyone fitted for shoes will be given 2 Pairs
of Socks made Especially for Diabetics... FREE!!!

MEDSOURCE is sponsoring a special "DIABETES DAY" in the Murray Room of
the Regional Special Events Center in Murray, Kentucky on Wednesday, August 31st,
Stop by any time from 10AM til 4PM. We'll do our best to have you in and out in less
than 30 minutes. If you know of someone who has Diabetes and Medicare, please be
a good neighbor and let them know about it. They won't want to miss this special event.

WE LOOK FORWARD'TO SEEING YOU THERE!!!
*
V,

Oir a

The Regional Special Events Center is located at
1401 State Route 121 North in Murray, Kentucky.
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Katrina forces U.S.
oil facilities to close
Ni!ENNA, Austria (API -Crude-oil futures briefly surged
past $70 a barrel for the first
time ever as Hurricane Katrina
barreled toward the heart of U.S.
oil and refinery operations in the
Gulf of Mexico on Monday,
shutting down an estimated I
million barrels of refining
capacity.
The Category 4 storm
advanced on an area crucial to
the U.S. energy infrastructure —
offshore oil and gas production,
import terminals, pipeline networks and numerous refining
operations in the southern states
of Louisiana and Mississippi.
Oil companies evacuated workers and shut down more than
600,000 barrels of daily production in the Gulf.
After slamming ashore, it
charged toward low-lying New
Orleans with winds of 145 miles
per hour and the threat of an
extremely dangerous storm
surge.
"This is the big one," said
Peter Beutel, an oil analyst with
AP Photo
Cameron Hanover. "This is
Darriyell Washington, 7, takes shelter from Hurricane Katrina along with several thousand other displaced residents unmitigated, had news for conat the Superdome, a last-resort shelter, in New Orleans about midnight Sunday. Officials called for a mandatory evac- sumers."
uation of the city, but many residents remained in the city.

huge roof, the 77,000-seat steel- priority. The stadium is by far
framework stadium, home of the the most solid of the Big Easy's
NFL's New Orleans Saints, pro- 10 refuges for the estimated
vided few comforts but at least 100,000 city residents who don't
had bathrooms and food donated' have the means, or strength. to
join a mandatory evacuation.
by charities.
-They hadn't opened up and
The wind that howled around
the dome during the night was —let us in here, there'd have been
not heard in the interior of the a lot of people floating down
building where the refugees river tomorrow," said Merrill
Rice, 64. "If it's as bad as they
were kept.
"Everybody slept last night. say. I know my old house won't
They didn't seem to have any stand it."
Residents lined up for blocks,
problems," said Dr. Kevin
Stephens Sr. in charge of the clutching meager belongings
the and crying children as National
in
shelter
medical
Superdome."They slept all over Guardsman searched them for
guns, knives and drugs.
the place."
Then Katrina's rain began,
the
in
failed
Power
Superdome around 5 a.m. drenching hundreds of people
Monday, triggering groans from still outside, along with their
the crowd. Emergency genera- bags of food and clothing.
tors kicked in, but the backup Eventually, the searches were
power runs only reduced light- moved inside to the Superdome
floor, where some people
ing, not the air conditioning.
The Superdome opened its wrapped themselves in blankets
doors at noon Sunday, and New and tried to sleep.
It was almost 10:30 p.m.
Orleans' most frail residents got

‘..eeet

before the last person was
searrhed and sent to the lowest
level of seats. Superdome
regional vice president Doug
Thornton estimated 8,000 to
9,000 were in the building when
the doors finally closed for the
I I p.m_ curfew.
More than 600 people with
medical needs were inside
"And we sent another 400 to
hospitals," said Gen. Ralph
Lupin, who commands the 550
National Guard troops in the
Dome.
"We've got sick babies, sick
old people and everything in
between,- Stephens said."We're
seen strokes, chest pain, diabetes patients passing out.
seizures, people without medicine, people with the wrong
medicine. It's been busy."
Several of those taken to hospitals Sunday had chest pain, but
as the heart of the storm
Monday.
on
approached
Stephens added that "anything

..me\
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Come vts s at o
New Location!
509 N. 8th Street
(Corner of 8th & Arcadia)

On-display in our
HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
• Home Theater Systems
•Surround Sound/Outdoor

Ask about our commercial
or residential phone, sounil
and security systems.

Over 100 years of
combined experience!
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* MURRAY ELECTRONICS. INC.*
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Kathy Kopperud
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Brent crude was not trading
London's
with
Monday.
Petroleum
International
Exchange closed for a bank holiday.
Hurricane Katrina threatened
a 28-foot storm surge, forcing a
mandatory evacuation of the
below-sea-level New Orleans.
Katrina has already forced
the shutdown of an estimated 1
million barrels of refining
capacity and curbed offshore
production, but analysts said the
storm's potential damage to
facilities was even more worrying.
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Hurricane punctures Superdome roof
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Hurricane Katrina ripped away
part of the roof on the Louisiana
Supetdome as thousands of
storm ,refugees huddled inside
Monday.
Strips of metal were peeled
away, creating two holes that
were visible from the floor of
the huge arena. Water dripped in
and people were moved away
from about five sections of seats
directly below.
Others watched as sheets of
metal flapped visibly and noisily. From the floor, more than 19
stories below the dome, the
openings appeared to be 6 feet
long.
"The superdome is not in any
dangerous situation,- Gov.
Kathleen Blanco said.
General Manager Glenn
Menard said he did not know
how -serimset the problem was.
"We have nd way of getting anyone up there to look," he said.
Aside from the tear in the

Light,

October delivery jumped as
much as $4.67 a barrel to hit it
high of $70.80 a barrel in electronic trading on the New York
Mercantile Exchange, before
slipping back to $69.71 by afternoon in Europe. That was still
up $3.58 from its close on
Friday in New York.
Gasoline traded at $21275 a
gallon, up 20 cents, or 12 percent, while heating oil rose by
more than 12 cents to S1.9587 a
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1005 Riverwood - $339,000

1311 Fleetwood - $425,000

1809 Valley Dr. - $264,900
Southwest Villa Estates

Campbell Estates - 2 1/2 Lots

1050 Hopkins Rd. - $245,000
10 Acres

25 Tidwell Cemetery Rd. - $242,500
Acreage & Barns

A
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2215 Carolwood - $223,900

115 Crossfield
New Construction

Murray Estates

3028 Rayburn Rd. - $168,000

812 N. 20th - $134,900

2108 Southwest Drive

Wis•

1550 Oxford - $179,900
Canterbury Subdivision

2103 Edinborough - $175,000
Gatesborough Subdivision

1PIP11111

13 Knightsway

1421 Vine

1716 Holiday Dr. - $119,900

Spacious Home on 5 Acres
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1505 Belmont

1108 Fairlane -$96,500

1510 N. 4th St.

Judy Johnston
293-1238

Amy Roberson John Paul Nix
227-6205
293-5391

514 Beale - $58,900

GLOBAL MARKETING

LOCAL FRIENDS

May Jot Whence
752-0757

1005 Pane St.

Totally Renovated

Brenda Jones
293-5515

Karol Kemp liar,
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Betty Jeffcoat
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Rich Rollins
753-8421

Krinherb Caseheer
293- 1468

Earleene %bock
752-0077

Billie Wilson
978-0750

lid, bale VinCkix
227-0851

"Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!"
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Fletcher hits
Hollywood
FRANKFORT - The special
grand jury here will be in business at least until December
and the scope of its investigation of the Fletcher administration's-personnel practices is
expanding to include just about
every cabinet in state government.
And top
state
Medicaid
administrators conceded to legislators recently
that they
don't know
how they are
to cut
Agree Or going
benefits,
Not
limit enrollBy Todd Duvall ment and
Syndicated
cap expenses
Co4umnist
to resolve a
looming
Medicaid
deficit of more than $600 million.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, however, was able to jet off for a few
days in Hollywood urging film
producers to come to Kentucky
and spend a few million dollars.
In less than four months, the
2006 session of the General
Assembly will convene expecting a timely submission of a
two-year state budget — and
hard answers on Medicaid cuts
— as well as some guidance of
how to make up for lagging
education funding in recent
years.
But Fletcher now has a highprofile defense attorney to look
after the governor's interests
while the grand jury work goes
on and on and on.
To say that the administration is now consumed by the
investigation of whether state
Merit System laws were violated is an understatement. With
the grand jury preparing to
range far and wide within that
administration, there is solid
reason to assume that a whole
lot of top administrators will be
worrying more about the arrival
of subpoenas than about key
policy decisions that need to be
made before the General
Assembly meets.
In his first radio address provided stations around the state
last week, Fletcher gave no
indication through his words
that he understands how serious
the threat to his administration
really is.
Whatever mistakes were
made were entirely innocent
because of inexperience. The
Merit System law itself is old
and dated.
That is not what the record
reflects.
SI The Fletcher administra-

tion has moved to eliminate
competitive testing requirements for jobs involving several
thousand employees. Those
tests are designed, for example,
to make certain that a typist, in.
fact, can type; that someone
working in water quality knows
how to conduct a water quality
test and read the results; or that
a food service worker in a state
park knows and understands
health department food safety
regulations.
Eliminate the test and anyone can get a job, which was
what happened before the Merit
System was adopted.
10 The administration is considering ending the ability of
current state employees to
apply for and receive jobs elsewhere in state government. The
internal mobility within state
government offers employees
the possibility of promotion or
simply a move to a more pleasant place to work.
Take it away and there will
be an awful lot of resumes flying out of state offices, particularly among that silent middle
management that keeps the
offices operating no matter who
occupies the Governor's
Mansion.
•According to documents
released as part of the grand
jury investigation, there was an
active move to transform
Fletcher's Local Initiative for a
New Kentucky (LINK) program of regional offices for ,
constituent services into a vehicle for recruiting and vetting
Republicans to take Merit and
non-Merit jobs from Democrats
and to work toward Fletcher's
re-election in 2007.
(Fletcher, who opposed
Kentucky's brief experiment in
partial public financing of
gubernatorial elections, nevertheless would have benefited
very well from the public
financing of his LINK offices
and staff.)
Yes, past administrations had
county-level patronage people
who helped people get jobs. But
they were not state employees
working out of a state office on
state time using state resources,
With all of this going on, is
there any doubt why organizations representing state employees are putting great distance
between themselves and
Fletcher's special task force set
up to modernize the Merit
System law? The same task
force that has heard testimony
from at least one of those under
indictment for allegedly trying
to break the Merit System law?
Maybe someone Fletcher
met with in Hollywood will
make a movie about all this and
film it right here in the capital
city.
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WILL WE BE NEXTP

By SHARON COHEN
AP National Writer
With the Pentagon still in
flames from the Sept. 11 terrorist attack, Shawn Kelley arrived
to survey a surreal scene: mangled metal, charred ruins and
firefighters hosing the smoky
roof, crawling over rubble,
searching for survivors.
Kelley had come to the
Pentagon to help deal with a
terrorist strike on America.
Four years later, he's working to prevent one.
Every month or so, Kelley
travels from his suburban
Washington home to the New
Mexico desert to train police,
firefighters and others how to
detect — and stop — suicide
bombers.
For Kelley. who helped coordinate firefighters at the
Pentagon, this is no textbook
lesson. He's convinced America
will face an attack again.
"It's not 'if' it's going to
happen," he says. "It's 'when'
it's going to happen."
Kelley, chief fire officer in
Arlington County, Va., says the
July transit bombings in
London that killed 56 people
"woke us back up a little bit. ...
You can't help think ... gee
whiz, will we be next?"
The specter of more suicide
attacks in the United States has
loomed ever since Sept. II.
2001; Osarna bin Laden has
made threats. FBI Director
Robert Mueller and other U.S.
officials have issued warnings.
But the London attacks -followed two weeks later by
four botched bombings — have
renewed fears and left many
people asking: Why haven't suicide terrorists struck on U.S.
soil? And how well-prepared is
America to stop them?
No one knows what or where
something might happen, but
experts list several reasons why
suicide bombers, who've spread
their terror across Europe. Asia
and Africa, have not hit here:
— The nation is better protected and more vigilant than it
was before the attacks on the
World Trade Center and
Pentagon. Airports have
racheted up security, government buildings have erected
barriers, police have made
arrests that may have foiled terrorist plans.
— Terrorists are targeting
more accessible places, especially Iraq.
— Muslims in America
aren't as radicalized as they are
in some other parts of the
world, so there's no ready supply of suicide-bomb volunteers.
— The timing isn't right.
Just because nothing has happened in four years doesn't
mean terroviats aren't plotting

now. Eight years elapsed
between the two attacks on the
World Trade Center, and alQaida, some experts note, is
methodical and deliberate and
will wait for the right opportunity.
-My belief is when al-Qaida
is ready to target something,
it'll be on their timeline and not
on anybody else's," says Sgt. Al
Doane of the Sarasota County,
Fla., sheriff's department, a
recent student at the New
Mexico suicide bombing
course. "They might be waiting
until we're completely relaxed
or perhaps they're not ready."
An AP-Ipsos poll taken in
July after the London attacks by
four suicide bombers found a
sense of inevitability here: 57
percent of Americans polled
believed terrorists will someday
strike a train, bus or subway in
the United States.
For now, terrorists are aiming beyond U.S. borders, says
Bruce Newsome, a terrorism
researcher at RAND Corp.
-They would like to kill
Americans at home but they're
patient and they're not stupid,"
he says. -They're killing plenty
of Americans in Iraq and
Afghanistan, so why bother
with a much increased risk of
attempting operations in the
U.S.?" Jihadists, he adds, lack
the "potential supportive environment" here that they find in
some other parts of the world.
In Israel..-fo-r example,
Palestinian extremists live in a
subculture that glorifies suicide
bombers, making it easier to
find motivated people. says
Brian Levin, director of the
Center for the Study of Hate &
Extremism at California State
University-San Bernadino.
-The level of anger that
exists in places where people
are experiencing what they perceive as oppression and humiliation doesn't exist in the numbers that you need here," he
says.
Tighter immigration measures in the post-Sept. 11 world
have made it harder for terrorists to infiltrate this country.
Some experts also say that
recruiting would be very difficult among U.S. Muslims.
"When they wake up in the
morning. send their kids to
school, and go off to their businesses and jobs, they're not
feeling that alienation, that
exploitation ... that would push
them over the edge." says Mark
Ensalaco. director of the international studies program at the
University of Dayton and a terrorism expert.
U.S. Muslims may be frustrated with anti-Muslim rhetoric
and some government policies,
but those are issues best
addressed through community
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involvement and political participation, says Ibrahim Hooper.
spokesman for the Council on
American-Islamic Relations.
"I think Muslims feel part of
the American social fabric," he
says. "They are better able to
practice their faith here than in
some parts of the so-called
Muslim world."
American Muslim scholars
recently have spoken out, too,
issuing an edict denouncing
violence. "There is no justification in Islam for extremism or
terrorism," they wrote.
"Targeting civilians' life and
property through suicide bombings or any other method of
attack is haram — or forbidden."
Suicide attackers have struck
in Sri Lanka, Lebanon, Turkey,
Indonesia, Kenya, Israel and
Russia, among other countries.
Robert Pape. a University of
Chicago political scientist and
author of "Dying to Win: The
Strategic Logic of Suicide
Terrorism," has studied 462 suicide terrorists, looking for what
tbfy have in common.
sRs.w, he says, fit the "profile
of repressed, lonely individuals
on the margins of society" and
many are reasonably well-educated from middle or workingclass backgrounds. For them,
suicide terrorism is not mainly
the product of "an evil ideology
or Islamic fundamentalism," but
a response to foreign occupation. Suicide campaigns usually
aim to "compel a democratic
state to withdraw troops from a
place the terrorists prize."
Pape says the terrorism
threat is now higher in western
Europe than in America because
al-Qaida is focusing on U.S.
allies in Iraq to pressure them to
withdraw their troops. He notes
the pullout of Spanish forces
after last year's Madrid train
bombing.
"They appear to have a
deliberate strategy to go after
our allies," he says, calling this
action "just a steppingstone to
attacking us in the future."
Not everyone has such a
bleak outlook.
Phil Anderson, a senior associate for homeland security at
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, says
America tends to overestimate
its enemies.
"I'm very skeptical about
what the bad guys can do." he
says. Anderson calls Sept. 11 a
"pretty primitive" operation
launched in a less secure climate than now exists.
"They came into what was a
very open society with a complacent population," he says.
"They studied. They learned.
They leveraged that to their
advantage. Are they able to do
that again? I don't think so."
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Yet Americans remain on
edge.
Shopping mall and stadium
managers. police chiefs and
transit workers have all taken
steps to prepare for an attack.
Last month, the International
Association of Chiefs of Police
issued new guidelines for dealing with suicide attacks, which
said if lethal force is justified,
shots should be aimed at the
bomber's head. The recommendations came before a Brazilian
man was shot in the head in a
subway by London police who
mistakenly took him for a
bombing suspect.
Transport Workers Union of
America Local 100 in New
York recently hired an Israeli
security expert to train about 50
bus and subway workers how to
spot suspicious behavior.
Malls have beefed up security with surveillance technology,
visible command control centers, guards using Segway
scooters for patrols and physical
barriers such as concrete
planters.
"People started considering
every possibility after Sept.. 11,"
says Scott Born, a division vice
president at Valor Security
Services, which provides security for 175 U.S. malls. "Before it
was public access and architecture. Now it's security."
And the Department of
Homeland Security has consulted with professional and college
sports associations and held terrorism awareness workshops for
security personnel employed at
stadiums, schools and hospitals.
It also has conducted more than
450 state and local exercises —
from seminars to a full-scale
mock drill in the New York City
subway.
The agency has worked, too,
with the New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology.
which teaches a suicide bombing detection and response
course for police, firefighters
and others.
Patrick Chagnon, a
Connecticut state police detective who teaches there and also
leads terrorism awareness seminars, says he always stresses the
need to be alert — just like a
good police officer walking a
beat.
A terrorist "just doesn't wake
up and say,'Today's the day."
he says. "It could be one to five
years in planning. The tools are
out there to identify things'
before they happen."
Terrorists, he says, have
made their intentions clear.
"They have attacked. They
say they will attack again," he
adds. "It doesn't take a rocket
scientist to know that if you
give them the opportunity, they
will."
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Obituary
Mrs. Margaret (lean) Youngblood
Mr,. Margaret Jean) Youngblood, 66, Brewers Highway,
Benton, died Friday, Aug. 26, 2003, at 7:40 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker and home missionary, she was
a member of Lighthouse Missionary Baptist
Church.
Her husband. Joe A. Youngblood, two sisters,
Louise Groennert and Sue Filbeck, two brothers,
R.A. Ham Jr. and Charles Ham, one grandchild
and one great-grandchild, all preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Robert
Anthony Ham Sr. and Nettie Nell Lowery Ham.
Survivors include one daughters, Mrs. Darla
Youngblood Clemons, Port Clinton, Ohio; four sons, Ronnie
J. Youngblood, Roger Youngblood, Donnie
Youngblood and Roy Youngblood, all of Benton; five sisters, Mrs.
Irene Smith, Gilbertsville, Mrs. Rosie Nell Sinkler, Sebring, Fla.,
Mrs. Virginia Hancock, Eddyville, and Mrs. Frances York-Cope and
Mrs. Valetta Sir's, both of Benton; two brothers, Ralph Ham,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Winford Ham, Benton; 15 grandchildren; 14
great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Lonnie Knight, the Rev. Ralph Ham and
the Rev. Mark Dillon officiated. Burial was in the New Zion
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to . Lighthouse Baptist
Church Building Fund, do Vickie Neiber, 446 Forbing Ln., Benton,
KY 42025.

Bush weighs
tapping reserves
WACO, Texas (AP) President Bush weighed a deci
sion on whether to release some
oil from the nation's petroleum
reserves to help refiners hurt by
Hurricane Katrina, administration officials said today. A decision was expected later in the
day.
The storm already forced the
shutdown of an estimated 1 million barrels of refining capacity
along the nation's Gulf Coast.
officials.
Adminstration
speaking on the condition ot
anonymity because they were
not authorized to speak publicly.
said Bush seemed likely to
authorize a loan of some oil
from the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve but that detail,
remained in flux.
In 2004, the president authorized loans from the reserve to
help refiners make up for missing supplies when Hurricane
Ivan struck.
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Gunman kills self after
killing four at Texas churc
SASH, Texas (AP) - A guiunan killed four
people at a rural church in a small north Texas
town, then held off police in an nine-hour standoff before apparently killing himself, officials
said Monday.
At least one other person was wounded.
The gunman reportedly knocked on the door
of the Sash Assembly of God church Sunday
night, then started firing when the door was
opened. Three people were shoi including the
pastor according to WFAA-TV in Dallas. ft was
not immediately clear if the pastor was the
wounded person or one of the two dead.
Two women in a car outside the church were
then shot and killed, police said.
"These two ladies, from what it appeared,
happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong
time," Fannin County Sheriff Kenneth Moore

said.
The man fled and w a, later tracked to his
home near the church in Sash, an unincorporated
community about MO miles north of Dallas near
the Oklahoma border.
Sheriff's deputies and a SWAT team surrounded the house, and after the long standoff police
initially said the man surrendered just before 6
a.m.
However, w hen officers entered the home
they found the man dead. Moore said.
"We have good reason to believe, based at
what we see at the scene, that it was a self-inflicted gunshot wound," Mooresaid.
Moore said the motive for the shootings h
not been determined.
The identities of the gunman and the
killed at the church were not released.

Ousted Druen says he'd change things if he could
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Dan Druen, a central figure in
the ongoing investigation of hiring practices by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's administration, says
he is proud of his service to the
state, but acknowledges he
would change some things if he
could.
Druen, forced to resign last
month as transportation administrative services commissioner,
is among nine former or current
officials of Fletcher's administration to be indicted by a special grand jury in Franklin
77-ounty. Dfnen is the only one
facing felonies-two counts of
witness tampering and 20 of evidence tampering.
"Not many people know me
or my story," Druen told the
Lexington Herald-Leader in an
interview last week. "There
have been a lot of misperceptions and speculation about who
I am and why I came here."
His arraignment was abruptly
postponed Friday amid speculation that Druen might cut a deal
to testify for the prosecution.
When asked to comment on the
delay, Druen said he had asked
his attorney "to explore all
options." '

Druen
In an interview with the mal."
"It was very evident that the hasn't pubLexington newspaper, Druen
said he is, overall, "very proud Transportation Cabinet district licly critiof my service to the common- jobs had traditionally been used c i zed
wealth," despite rough times as political capital," Druen said. Fletcher and
Documents have shown that has repeatover the past four months.
"In retrospect I would have top cabinet officials, as well as edly
changed some things," he told aides to the governor, frequently declined to
the newspaper for a story pub- discussed job candidates for answer
lished Sunday. "But it's time to rank-and-file positions, ranging questions
the
from road crew supervisors to about
look forward, not back."
Druen
When asked what specifical- backhoe operators. Local offi- governor.
has
Druen
of
network
Fletcher's
and
cials
Druen
differently,
do
ly he'd
gave it some thought, then Republican county contacts also said that he hopes eventually the
replied, "I'd run away from per- regularly,forwarded recommen- full story of the vying for jobs
sonnet and never look back." - dations for job seekers and and jockeying over personnel
Druen is a former soldier taid-semetimes vetted and - inter---deci6on% will came to light.
- -The perception of the inforfuneral home employee who viewed them.
State personnel laws. howev- motion is one sided," he said.
later started his own consulting
firm. The Lexington native later er, bar officials from hiring or "Many of the quotes, even from
firing such classified "merit- e-mails, haven't been in context.
moved back to Kentucky.
During his first three months employees based solely on polit- In time, I'm confident it will all
come out."
on the job in Fletcher's adminis- ical reasons.
Meanwhile, the state worker
In the interview with the
tration, Druen said, he spent
roughly half his time helping top Lexington newspaper, Druen whose complaint led to the
aides to the governor interview wouldn't answer questions that investigation of personnel praccandidates for non-merit posi- he considered directly related to tices in Fletcher's administration
says he voted for Fletcher in the
the investigation.
tions.
But in general. Druen said, he gubernatorial election.
Later, Druen's contact with
"I'm somewhat embarrassed
high-ranking officials increased. believed "it was important to
his calendar shows. He also create a fair and equitable play- to admit it at this point, but like
a lot of state employees I voted
began taking on more responsi- ing field in the hiring process."
"And I would agree with the for Gov. Fletcher based on his
bility ;Or personnel moves in the
and
Transportation Cabinet, which governor that mistakes were pledge of rock-solid values
his promise to clean up the mess
he described as "a political ani- probably made," he said.
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in Frankfort," Doug Doerting
told The Courier-Journal of
Louisville in an interview.
registered
a
Doerting,
Democrat and a 30-year veteran
of state government, said his
hopes for change in Frankfort
evaporated last fall when he was
reassigned as acting personnel
director of the Transportation
Cabinet.
The job gave him broad
access to records and e-mails
that documented hiring and firing decisions. "The merit violations became obvious," he said.
Doerting said he felt morally
obliged to reveal evidence of
what appeared to be illegal
actions that affected the careers
of state workers and their families.
"My motive for filing the
complaint was neither personal
or political," he said. "It would
have been easy for me to simply
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Fallen soldiers' families differ on war
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Sharply differing views on the
war in Iraq have surfaced among
some Kentucky families that
lost loves ones in the conflict.
Bill Langley, whose 20-yearold son, Marine Lance Cpl. Sean
Michael Langley, died in Iraq on
Nov. 7, supports the war and has
little patience for those who
publicly oppose it. particularly
Cindy Sheehan, the soldier's
mother who has protested near
President Bush's Texas ranch.
"I kind of resent the coverage
she (Cindy Sheehan) is getting,
because they act like she's the
spokesperson for every parent
that has lost a son or daughter
over there," said Langley, of
Lexington. "She doesn't represent my viewpoint at all. I think
Cindy Sheehan is dishonoring
her own son, and she's trying to
dishonor the rest of them."
Geraldine Comley has taken
a much different stance since the
death of her grandson, Marine
Lance Cpl., Chase Johnson
Comley, 21, who was killed in
Iraq on Aug. 6.
She and her family members
have publicly attacked the war,
appearing at a Lexington peace
rally and writing letters to the
editor criticizing Bush.
Comley told the Lexington
Herald-Leader that the best way
to honor the troops is to get them
out of harm's way-now. '
"We support our troops and
believe the best way to do this is
to speak the truth so that the
demand to bring them home
safely continues to grow," said
Comley, of Nicholasville.
Kenny Likens of Owensboro
said such comments threaten the
morale of U.S. troops in Iraq.
-There's no more lonely feeling than being halfway around

the world and having people
back home saying that what
you're doing is wrong," said
Likens, whose brother, Army
Staff Sgt. James Harlan,44, was
killed in Iraq in May 2004.
"Simply pulling out of Iraq
now would serve no purpose. I
don't like war any better than
anybody else, but the terrorists
need to be dealt with. I know
that. My brother knew that."
A total of 28 service members with official Kentucky
hometowns of record have died
in the Iraq war. Seven of those
were members of the Kentucky
Army National Guard. In addition, more than 60 soldiers
based at Fort Campbell, on the
Kentucky-Tennessee border,
have died in the war.
Carol Graham called police
in Crawford. Texas, last week,
asking that the cross bearing her
son's name be removed from the
anti-war demonstration outside
Bush's ranch.
Graham's son, Army 2nd Lt.
Jeffrey Carl Graham, 24, of
Frankfort. was killed by a bomb
Feb. 19. 2004, while leading a
foot patrol in Iraq.
While she supports the war.
Carol Graham takes a sympathetic view of protesters.
"My heart breaks for Cindy
Sheehan because I know that
the
told
pain," Graham
Lexington newspaper in a phone
interview from Fort Sam
Houston, Texas, where her husband. Brig. Gen. Mark Graham,
recently was assigned.
"I feel like a lot of Americans
are discouraged; the war is taking such a terrible toll. But I
think we're doing the right
thing. I talk to a lot of soldiers
coming home, and every one
says we're making a differ-

ence."
William Sherrill of Meade
County said he supported the
Bush administration's early
efforts to find and punish the
ringleaders of the Sept. 11,
2001, attacks. But he parted
ways with Bush on Iraq.
Sherrill's son, Sgt. James
Sherrill, 27, was killed in Iraq on
April 3. He was a member of the
Kentucky National Guard.
"After 9/11, I was with the
president," Sherrill said. "But
then it came out that Saddam
(Hussein) didn't have any connection with 9/11 that we know
of, and the weapons of mass
destruction weren't there. That
kind of turned me against it."
Sherrill said his son also
questioned the war but went to
Iraq willingly because it was his
duty.
Brenda Paronto of Metcalfe
County. whose son, Sgt. Eric
Toth. was killed a few days
before James Sherrill died. said
"the war is not worth it to me."
Toth. 21, also was a Kentucky
National Guard member.
"I wonder how President
Bush would feel if he had to
send one of his children over
there," Paronto said. "He has
two. I just had one. They took
something from me that I can
never get back. When it hits
home with your own child, it's

A

something totally different.
"I don't think our boys had to
go over there."
Lynn Romans of Louisville
said the U.S. can - and now
must - make a difference in
Iraq. Her son, Sgt. Damn Potter,
24, was killed Sept. 29, 2003,
the first Kentucky National
Guard member lost in combat
since Vietnam.
"I'm not- political at all. but I
think we as a nation made a
decision to go into this, and I
think we need to see some positive accomplishment come out
of it," Romans said. "I want to
believe that in 10 or 15 years
we'll look back and know we
really did make a difference."
Barbara Dieruf of Woodford
County said she doesn't blame
anyone for the death of her son,
Marine Cpl. Nicholas Dieruf,
21. who was killed in Iraq on
April 8, 2004.
"I've given this a lot of
thought, and in my heart I feel
we're doing the right thing in
Iraq," she said. "Somebody
needs to help those people, and
God has given us so much."

retire and hope that someone
else would deal with the problem, but after a lot of soul
searching I decided it was the
right thing to do."
So he collected and organized more than 250 pages of
documents over eight months,
delivering them in May to the
attorney general and Personnel
Board.
Lawyers working for the
Transportation Cabinet say they
are investigating Doerting's
credibility. AncLin the course of
-their ievestigation, eohinet
employees have given them
- 1-nformaticiii about Melling,
7
who retired in May, the
Louisville newspaper reported
Sunday.
Attorney. General Greg
Stumbo's office said examining
is
background
Doerting's
"attempted character assassinaLion."
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COMMUNITY
Annual
Hazel
Celebration
scheduled
HAZEL, Ky. — Plans are
being finalized for the 16th
annual Hazel Celebration in
Hazel. Held annually on the first
Saturday in October, this year's
celebration will be Oct. I.
Vendor booths for food, arts
and crafts and flea market items
are still available.
Vendors selling food will
all be set up in the Food Court
area on Center Street. Booth
sizes are 15 feet by 15 feet.
Registration fees are $50 for
food vendors. Arts and crafts,
flea market and other booths
are $35 with electricity and
$30 without electricity. Booths
with electricity are limited.
For more information on
vendor booths, contact Harold
Pittman at 492-6464 or 4928872.
Hazel. located on U.S. Highway 641 on the Kentucky-Tennessee state line six miles south
of Murray, is a community of
some 5(K) people and has 10
antique stores with over 40 dealers.

The Hazel - DáiCkbration
Committee invites the public
to come out and join in the
festivities during celebration on
Oct. I.

Schedule for
"West Kentucky Journal"
Sat. & Sun., Sept. 3 & 4
8:00 a.m.; 12 Noon; 7:00 p.m.
Host Larry G. Hun and Guests VFW
Members David Fok., &
Bob McAllister
"Ecinamme the Vietnam Tit:white Kill
,
111 I/1 Sept & also prewar:1u
1,
04111( 5. M111
prtfuled pennaneni 41enwinal ie
( heow 51 Pori Of at *ar 1rtenm,

Charter Channel 19 &
MediaCom ('hannel
e
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT I
SHOWT1MES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

Red Eye
PG13 - 7:00- 9:00
The Cave
PG13 - 7:25 -9:30
Four Brothers
R - 6:50- 9:10
40 Year Old Virgin
R - 7:20 - 9:45
The Brothers Grimm
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:40
The Dukes of Hazzard
PG13 - 7:05 -9:20
Valiant
G - 6:40 - 8:20
The Skeleton Key
PG13 - 9:55
Program Information Cali 753.3,314

CUBS will meet Wednesday
at Glendale Road Church

WOW Members Volunteer For Blitz

Calloway County Benevolent Services
(CUBS) will have its quarterly meeting on
Wednesday at noon at Glendale Rood
Church of Christ.
Speakers will be Judge Jeanne Carroll
concerning the Drug Court initiative;
Roshun Radford, executive director of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of the Southern Pennyrile about mentoring; and Keith Travis,
chair of the Kentucky Board of Education
Jo's
discussing Character Counts.
Datebook
This is open to representatives of all
By Jo Burkeen
service groups and interested persons.
Community
Editor

RSVP volunteers wanted

Photo provided

Pictured are members of Woodmen of the World Lodges who volunteered to help with
the Annual Habitat for Humanity Blitz Build. The Blitz Build is funded by the
Southeastern Woodmen of the World Lodges and volunteers are made up of
Woodmen members. The 2005 Blitz Build, a home is built In under 7 days from start
to finish, was in Abbieville, La. The West Kentucky members that volunteered are,
from left, Jim Swatford (Lodge 924 Scottsville), Charles Slaton, Jr. (Lodge 92
Princeton), James Rich (Lodge 924 Scottsville), Mark Anderson (West Kentucky
Fraternal Coordinator), Charles Slaton, Sr. (Lodge 92 Princeton). The Habitat for
Humanity home is in the background.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
_ The ladies of Murray CoonClub will have their regular golf play on Wednesday at
9 a.m. at the club.
Linda Burgess will be golf
hostess. Ladies are asked to
call Burgess at 293-6435 or 7534470 if you do not plan to
play. Anyone not listed in the
line-up hut wishing to play
should call Burgess or show
up Wednesday morning.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Ve Sevems, Inus
Orr. Norma Frank and Sheila
Lipsey,
try

Tee 3 Betty Jo Purdom,
Evelyn Jones, Venefa Sexton
and Betty Stewart,
Tee 5 - Sue Outland, Brenda Rowland, Betty Lowry and
Susan Johnson;
Tee 8 - Linda Burgess, Jennifer Crouse, Rainey Adders-on
and Ann Brown;
Tee 10 - Barbara Gray. Peggy
Shoemaker, Patsy Green and
Rebecca Landolt,
Tee 1B - Patsy Chaney,
Frances Hulse and Beth Belote.
Winners from golf play on
Aug. 24 have been released
as follows:

Championship (fight - ye Severns, tow gross, Linda Burgess
and Betty Jo Purdom tied for
low net:
First flight - Peggy Shoemaker, low gross, Barbara Gray,
low net;
Second flight - Rainey Apperson. low gross, Venela Sexton. low net;
Third flight - Brenda Rowland, low gross. Sheila Lipsey,
low net;
Nine hole golfers - Patsy
Chaney;
Low putts - Evelyn Jones.

Morris family
reunion held
Descendants of the late Lynnwood Morris and Effie Pryor
Morris of the Bell City community held a reunion on Aug.
21, at Sirloin Stockade. Murray.
Those attending were the
following:
Jane Morris Reaves of
Ormond Beach. Fla., and her
children. Jan Reaves Blount of
Winter Springs. Fla.. Morris
Reaves of Ormond Beach, and
Carole Reaves Buhts and husband. Bob, Louisville;
Louise. Morris of Murray
and her son, James Morris,
Palmersville. Tenn.:
Lynwood and Euple Morris
of Bell City; Dedra and John
Henderson. Cuba; Darlene and
Harold Fry. Bell City:
LaDean and Jim Pryor, Mayfield; Charles and Ramona
Moon. Fulton; Mary Alice
Humphries. Murray: Mary Nell
Morris Dowdy. Mayfield; James
David Morris, Chicago. III.;
Betty Morns Green and husband. Jerry, Pilot Oak; Julia
Ann Barham Morns. Fulton;
Roger and Karen Dowdy.
Sedalia; Charles and Jennifer
Green. Water Valley.

The Retired & Senior Volunteer (RSVP) - Homeland Security Program of Calloway County is seeking volunteers to
attend CERT (Community Emergency Response Team) trainings set to begin soon. Applications are being accepted and
the available openings are for 24 individuals for the third
class of preparedness training. All classes and equipment to
become a Certified CERT trainee are free. For more information or to apply for training call Venita Loranger, Calloway
County Coordinator at 759-5653 or cell phone 519-3167.

Facilities Management plans services
Murray State University's Facilities Management is extending its summer drop-off recycling services in the school year.
The Recycling Center will be open for drop-off on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to noon, weather permitting. for the MSU community. All persons are asked to-agollect white and mixed
paper, plastics #1 and #2, aluminum, cardboard and newsprint
and to deliver them to the North Farm Recycling Center on
North 16th Street, 1.5 miles north of Ky. Highway 121 North.
Persons may watch for signs on the left. Live music, free
drinks and loads of recycling information will be available at
the Fall 2005 Kick-off Recycling Rally on Tuesday from 10
to 2 p.m., outside Winslow dining hall. MSU campus.
forlmelsor-information-mll the Recycling Hothotat_762,318.3
or 62-2595.
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Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180, Helen at 761-3141 or
Pat at 489-2909.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Ladies bowling league Tuesday
The Ladies Tuesday Night 4-person bowling league will
meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes for the 200506 bowling season. If you would like to join a team or already
know four ladies that would like to bowl together, come to
the meeting. Bowling will start at 7 p.m. and food is planned
for the ladies.
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Health Express stops listed
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer Osteo heel scans and blood pressure and pulse checks
during stops today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office Depot,
Murray; on Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Senior Citizens
Center, Dover, Tenn.: and on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church,
Murray.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighin will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.
Photo provided

Missy Jenkins, left, and Mandy McCord, twin sisters,
spoke at a meeting of New Beginnings Ministry.

Jenkins and McCord
speak at New Beginnings
Missy Jenkins and her twin
sister, Mandy McCord, were
guests at a meeting of the New
Beginnings, a division of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry, held
Aug. 18 at fellowship hall of
St. Leo Catholic Church.
The sisters spoke about how
they have moved on with their
lives after the tragic shooting
at Heath High School on Dec.

2, 1997.
They also said "we have been
there as encouragement for each
other."
New Beginnings meets each
first and third Saturday of each
month.
For more information call
Ronald and Linda Wright at
753-0156.

Children's Chorus plans auditions
The newly formed University Children's Chorus will hold
auditions for students in grades 4-7 today from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
in room 314 of Doyle Fine Arts Center. Murray State University, corner of North 15th and Olive Streets. Students will
be asked to sing one verse of "My Country, Ms of Thee"
and then will also include brief activities to check the students' abilities to echo rhythm and pitch patterns. Parents may
call 762-4288 to schedule an audition and to get additional
information. Detailed informational materials will be available
Monday evening.

Playhouse plans auditions
Murray's Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for
"Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street.- a Stephen
Sondheim musical, tonight and Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m. This
fantastic tale of murder and revenge centers around a wrongfully imprisoned barer who returns to his native London to
exact revenge on the men who ruined his life. For more infor
motion go to www.playhouseinthepark.net.

Youth swim teams plans tryouts
Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
regularly scheduled golf play
on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the
tee. All members are encouraged to play.
Bmnda Parker and Irene
Woods will serve as hostesses.

In golf play on Aug. 24. a
scramble was held with the team
of Rowena Sanders, Shirley Jenstrom and Sue Wells winning
first.
Winning second was the
team of Laura Parker. Melva
Hatcher and Shirley Wade.

The

It's Party true!

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners It is one or the least expensive retirement
plan available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administration.
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Murray Youth Swim Team is looking for young people
between the ages of 5-18 that like to swim. MYST will hold
team tryouts today and Tuesday and Sept. 1 and 2 from 3:30
to 5:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness
Center pool. Swimmers should be able to swim one length of
the pool (25 yards) unassisted using any stroke. Swimmers
should have their suits on lone piece for girls) when they
arrive and bring towel and gobbles. For more information
contact Belinda McGee at 293-5423 or Rick McGee at 2935424.

WOODMEN Of THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOla 0M906OMAHA.14111LASKA
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Green Day electrifies
Video Music Awards
MIAMI(AP) — For the first

time in a while, the MTV Video
Music Awards rocked more than
it hip-hopped.
More than I I years after their
hit album "Dookie" reinvigorated punk rock, Green Day won
seven video awards out of eight
nominations Sunday for the
socially conscious "American
Idiot" and the melancholy
"Boulevard of Broken Dreams,"
which frontman Billie Joe
Armstrong called a "hangover"
song.
"This kind of response. I
don't know, it's like you're at
the biggest party in the United
States right now and the son
that gets most nominated arid
most celebrated is the bigger
hangover," Armstrong told
reporters after the show.
The trio set the tone for the
night with an energetic performance of "Boulevard." They were
AP Photo
followed by fellow nominated
for
photogra
backstage
pose
Day
Green
of
My
Members
rockers The Killers,
and phers at the 2005 MTV Video Music Awards Sunday at the
Romance,
Chemical
Coldplay. Among the rock American Airlines Arena in Miami.
bands, The Killers and Fall Out
tribute to Diddy's protege, the
included
entrance
whose
Boy each won one moon man.
Notorious B.1.G., featuring
"I thought we were going to dancers, pyrotechnics and a cas- late
"conducting" a string
Diddy
—
spectacle
a
waterfall
cading
just
you
win best rock video, but
as the legendary raporchestra
actual
show's
the
rivaled
that
can't beat those Green Day peoper's songs played. Snoop Dogg
ple," said Brandon Flowers, lead performances.
MTV maintained the water came out at the end and delivsinger for The Killers, who won
throughout the show, with ered a verse on the B.I.G. hit
theme
for best new artist.
Fall Out Boy won the MTV2 Mariah Carey and The Killers "Warning."
The evening's most inexpliaward for their song "Sugar, performing from swimming
moment may have come
cable
South
swank
at
located
pools
We're Going Down."
R. Kelly, who remains a
Green Day, who arrived at Beach hotels. To end-the show. from
U chart-topper while awaiting trial
the venue in be vintage green Clarkson performed "Since
on child pornography charges.
best
of
ner
Gord-'-win
Been
the
from
convertible
On a bedroom set that looked
"Boulevard" video, won best female video and best pop video
a scene from a way-offlike
tora
by
soaked
being
after
—
rock video and video of the year
play. Kelly deliberBroadway
water.
of
rent
for the clip. They also won the
ately lip-synced highlights of his
"They wanted just the kids to
viewer's choice award, best
soap opera infidelity
group and several technical cat- get wet, but I ... just jumped out five-part
"Trapped In The Closet,"
song,
said
Clarkson
them,"
with
there
egories.
then debuted a new chapter
In recent years, hip-hop and after the show.
involving a cheating wife, a
his
turn
to
managed
Ludacris
show,
pop have dominated the
cheating husband and his
the
Over
All
"Pimpin'
hedonistic
especially in the major cateboyfriend.
gories. Not this year: Kanye World" into a multicultural
Some of the night's more
extravaganza,
Gras-like
Mardi
win
to
West was the only rapper
moments came during
decadent
drummers,
steel
with
complete
an "all-genre" award, with his
course, the pre-show arrivals. Lil Jon
"Jesus Walks" taking best male African dancers and, of
around-the-way booty-shaking came by sea on what looked to
video.
of be a three-story, pimp-my-yacht
Other big winners Sunday girls. Miami booty king Luke
e brought a contraption. The prison-bound
included Kelly Clarksonrjvhssy 2 Live Crew f
111$ cameo Lil' Kim arrived on the white
garTY 0,1'/tit*
Elliott, the aiti1Isz.2)&1"Gw
of the carpet in a Rolls Royce
one
But
appearance.
Stefani, ,who each- won two•
MC Phantom, though she looked
was
surprises
biggest
awards.
of somewhat demure in her lowsome
recapturing
Hammer,
briefly
bash
was
annual
The
cut mauve dress — no pasties or
his
to
shaking
while
glory
his
overshadowed by Hurricane
dangling appendages this year
This."
Touch
Can't
"U
hit,
'90s
Katrina. which hit southern
parade from the diminutive rapper.
fashion
the
Leading
takbefore
Thursday
on
Florida
There also was a palpable
ing aim on the Gulf Coast. As was "Desperate Housewives"
flavor to the show, with
Latin
donned
who
Longoria,
Eva
star
the storm passed Miami, a celepink bathing Colombian songstress Shakira
bratory mood took over the city a skimpy one-piece
a plunging performing her sexy "La
— until early Sunday morning, suit that featured
of Jennifer Tortura" with Spanish troubareminiscent
neckline
when rap mogul Suge Knight
she was dating dour Alejandro Sanz.
was targeted by gunfire at a Lopez back when
a guy named Puff Daddy.
Kanye West party.
"Hey Diddy, you said anyKnight was shot in the leg
goes, and I wasn't going to
thing
a
at
surgery
for
and scheduled
Miami hospital; his lawyers
would not release his condition,
which was not expected to be
life-threatening.
MTV vowed that neither
Katrina nor Suge would affect
the ceremonies — and they didn't.
"The theme of tonight is,
anything can happen," proclaimed show host Diddy,

let a little hurricane prevent me
from wearing my bathing suit!"
she said.
Not to be outdone. Latin
singer Paulina Rubio wore a
skintight lace Dolce & Gabbana
vintage gown that showed off
her thong. She calmly eluded the
reaching arm of co-presenter Lil
Jon.
Another flashback came in a
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FARM

Listening session planned in
Louisville for 2007 Farm Bill

State Judge

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
—
Secretary of Agriculture Mike
Johanns will hold a listening
session on Wednesday at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center. South Wing, 937
Phillips Lane in Louisville.
The listening session will begin
at 4 p.m. ET and end at 7 p.m.
The Kentucky forum is part of a
nationwide listening tour aimed
at gaining public input useful in
preparing for the 2007 Farm
Bill.
The Farm Bill Forums procide an opportunity for The

Photo submitted

The Calloway County FFA Chapter competed in the
Nursery/Landscape Contest on Friday at the
Kentucky State Fair in Louisville. This was the first
time Calloway FFA has taken a group in several
years. Team members Courtney Parker, Wesley
Tucker, Grant Barrow, and Jacob Young placed third
in the state. Parker was the fourth high individual,
_.While Tucker (shown) w011 ths sixth. A total of 2_
other teams (69 students) competed, and CCHS was
the only school from west Kentucky in the top 10.

United States Department of may be submitted to USDA at
Agriculture (USDA) to hear the listening session or via the
directly from America's produc- web
site
at
ers and other stokeholds who http://www.usda.gov/farmbill.
have tremendous insight to
Other senior USDA officials
offer. USDA is approaching will host additional issue-specifthese listening sessions with an ic forums throughout the nation
open mind, knowing the feed- focusing on conservation, rural
back we receive will help to set development, and nutrition.
the course for a new farm bill.
During these specialty forums,
The listening session is open the public will be asked to
to the public and seating is on a respond to questions that are taifirst come basis. Speakers are lored to those subject areas.
not required to register, and will These questions will be
have two minutes to make their announced prior to the specialty
comment. Written comments forums and published on the

World's most vigorous
protector of farmers is EU

WASHINGTON(AP)—The
European Union is the world's
most aggressive protector of
farmers and agricultural industries, according to the nonpartisan Congressional Budget
Office.
CBO analysts who examined
_policies that they said countries
- use to distort trade found that
U members shielded 39 percent of their agricultural production from international competition with tariffs of more than
100 percent.
The United States, by contrast, protected 26 percent of its
agriculture with such "extreme
go to education and health care tariffs," the rcport found.
charities. Trager outbid Steve
Tariffs are trade barriers govWilson of Brown Forman Corp.. ernments set up to keep foreign
who bid on behalf of the 21-C goods from competing with
Museum Hotel, his downtown domestic products.
"Not all tariffs are created
Louisville development.
Brown Forman held the pre- equal; not all subsidies are creatvious bidding record of ed equal," said Douglas Holtz$250,000 set in 2003. About Eakin, the CBO's director. "For
1.600 people attended the sold- the same dollars. the EU has
out breakfast in the South Wing done much more in the way of
of the Fair and Exposition distorting subsidies than does
the United States."
Center.
The findings come as officials work to resolve differences

Cadiz entry is declared grand
champion country ham at fair
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The Grand Champion Country
Ham at the Kentucky State Fair
has fetched a record price at a
charity auction.
The 16-pound ham, produced
by Broadbent B and B Foods of
Cadiz, sold for $340,000 during
the 42nd annual Kentucky Farm
Bureau
Ham
Breakfast
Thutvisy mornipg at the fair.
The top bidder was Republic
Bankcorp Chairman Bernard
Trager. who said the money will

adt.marritteallin

ahead of a crucial World Trade
Organization summit in Hong
Kong in December. Much of
their disagreement has focused
on agriculture, with developing
nations accusing the rich of
using subsidies to cause artificially low international prices
that hurt struggling farmers.
Most of the statistics are from
2002 or earlier, the report says,
although analysts believe "the
conclusions of this paper continue to hold true" for the world's
major industrialized powers.
A spokeswoman for the
European Union said the statistics are misleading because they
focus on a period before major
EU trade reforms in 2003.
Even though the United
States isn't that far behind
Europe in extreme tariffs, the
European Union dominates the
use of export subsidies, the
report says, with between 85 and
90 percent of the world's total:
the United States provided 2
percent. Only 25 countries have
existing export subsidies, however, and those countries have
agreed to reduce or eliminate
them.

USDA website.
The public is also welcome to
submit their comments via the
USDA Farm Bill Forums website
at
http://www.usda.gov/farmbill.
Through 2005, Secretary of
Agriculture Mike Johanns and
other senior USDA officials will
host Farm Bill Forums through
the country.
The dates, location and times
of the forums will continue to be
announced as they are scheduled
and posted on the USDA website.

Lucky 13

-'hoto provided

Whitney Workman, fourth grade student at
Southwest Elementary School, shows the head of
cabbage grown in the Workman garden as a part of
the Bonnie Plant Third Grade Cabbage Program at
Southwest. The head of cabbage wetghed 13
pounds.

Farmer hails N.C. court ruling
FRANKFORT,
Ky.
Agriculture
Commissioner
Richie Farmer hailed a North
Carolina court ruling as a victory
for
Kentucky
tobacco
farmers and
a boost to
Kentucky's
agricultural
diversification efforts.
The
North
Farmer
Carolina
Supreme
Court today ruled that tobacco
companies must make $424
million in Phase 11 payments to
300,000 tobacco farmers and
quota owners in 14 states.
including some 163,()00 in
Kentucky.
"This ruling reaffirmed what
I have believed all along,"
Commissioner Farmer said.
"Unless it is successfully
appealed. it will replace agriculture development funds that
went to tobacco fanners to make
up for the lost Phase II payments to which they were entitled. These funds will help
Kentucky farmers diversify their
farming operations."
The cigarette manufacturers

withheld the 2004 Phase II payments after President Bush
signed legislation creating a
tobacco quota buyout last
October. A lower court in North
Carolina ruled in favor of the
companies in December.
The
Kentucky
General
Assembly earlier this year
passed a bill appropriating $.1 14
million to tobacco farmers and
quota owners to replace the
Phase II payments. Of that
amount, $16 million was to
come from the master tobacco
settlement fund (Phase 1). which
in past years was used for agri-

cultural diversification projects,
and the rest was to be generated
by state bond issues. Under the
legislation, if the tobacco companies distributed the 2004
Phase 11 funds as a result of an
appeal in the North Carolina
suit, any eligible Kentuckian
who has received
payment
under the state legislation would
assign his right to funds from
the distribution to the state.
The Phase 11 program is part
of the 1998 settlement of lawsuits filed by 46 states against
the tobacco companies.

TOBACCO BUYOUT
Attention Tobacco Quota Owners!!!
Recent IRS rulings provide that Owner Quota payments
taken in a lump sum may be eligible for a like-kind
exchange into real estate and deferral of federal income
tax pursuant to!RC 1031. The deadline to arrange the
like kind exchange is September 16, 2005. Call now to
set up your like kind exchange.

Vance W. Cook
Tax Attorney
(270) 365-6003
vancecook@bellsouth.net
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622 ANson St 1 313 N 9°' St
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Along with sampling our free Dippin' Dots, you're invited
to get a taste of what everyday confidence is all about.
Seta&2kr ow Calm Apticiation Day at Regions Bank. We'll have free Doom'
Doti and alkaawaya. Plus, we wiN be announcing the winner of our $100 Gas Cards!
So dap by b say hdo.And see what everyday confidence can do for you.
COON1.111111111.111 err September 2, 2005 111:30 am.-2:30 p.m. All Kentucky
offices in Bird,Cdoway, Graves, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken.

Everyday confidence
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RACER TRAINING CAMP

Final Showdown
Racers wrap up traning camp with Saturday scrimmage
Special to the Ledger
Approximately 125 tans
saw the Murray State offense
show vast improvement
during the Racers' final scrimmage of the preseason on Saturday, gaining a total of about
160 yards on 42 plays, just
eight days after the defense
had dominated in the first
scrimmage of the spring.
Sophomore Ryne Salyer
went 7-for-14 for 55 yards
passing for the Racers, while
first-string quarterback Ken
Topps went 2-for-8 for 35
yards, but had several balls
dropped by receivers.
Freshman Chris Hirschfield
went 0-for-2 with one interception thrown, while freshman Brad Frost also played
but did not attempt a pass.
In the Racer running game,
Topps led the way with 33
yards on only three rushing
attempts, avoiding several
sacks to make a significant
1
gain, including one 25-yard
gain.
Maurice
Sophomore
Marchman gained 25 yards
•
on one rush (a reverse), while
no other Racers gained more
than 10 yards (Dante Woods
9, Chad Cook 7, Ryan Robinson 3, Ryne Salyer 6).
Sophomore Rod Harper
was the only Racer to catch
more than one ball, catching
two passes for 8 yards. Other
Racers who caught one pass
were Jonathan Eiland (20
yards), DeAngelo Nelson (15),
Danny Rumley (15), Akeem
Lofton (15), Chad Cook (4)
and Trey Graham (3).
Freshman Will Werner led
the way for the defense with
four tackles.and one pass broken up, while Barry thomas
recorded a sack, Fabian Bean
batted down a ball at the line
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger File Photo
of scrimmage, and Dione Sophomore backup quarterback Ryne Salyer, shown here In a recent preseaDavis secured an interception. son practice, led the Racer offense in Saturday's scrimmage by completing
Gerald Goldberg, Michael
7-of-14 passes for 55 yards.
Sturgis, Jay Burgett, Dominic
The jerseys the players
Spinks and Vincent Coley also ferent stations, where a new of the drill.
At the end of the clinic, wore for Saturday's scrimmage
all recorded tackles for the activity hosted by a group of
the kids and players gathered are new. The offense wore
players awaited.
Racer defense.
The activities included together while Pannunzio the white jerseys, with "Mur"We had five referees line
up, and we let the kids wear kicking a field goal, finding handed out reading sheets to ray State" written right above
the numbers, while the defense
the new game jerseys to get a hidden ball under a stack the kids.
If the kids read five books, wore the navy jerseys, with
them used to how they feel, of pads, running with the ball,
because they need to get used hurdling through pads and write down the title and author "Racers" engraved right above
to real-life game situations," spiking the ball and doing a on the paper, then get it signed the numbers.
Practice Halted: The RacMSU head coach Joe Pan- celebration dance, taking a by their teacher, they can take
worked out for about 30
ers
office
ticket
MSU
the
to
through
it
hurdling
and
handoff
nunzio said. "Our main focus
was to get through the scrim- pads while making a move and redeem it for a free tick- minutes on Sunday before
mage healthy, which we did." at the end to spin off a tack- et to a home game this sea- thunderstorms and the threat
of lightning forced the can" Camp Notes: After the le, blocking and pushing son.
of the remainder of
cellation
the
of
set
with
heavy
ended
very
clinic
a
The
against
kids
of
scrimmage, dozens
enjoyed the free clinic held tackling dummies, throwing a participants receiving an MSU the practice session.
Murray scheduled an offafterwards by the players and ball through a hole on a metal football poster with the playcoaches. The kids merged into sign, running through an obsta- ers featured on it (Tony Ryan, day for today, and will resume
seven groups according to cle course of helmets and Rick Schultz, NiLk Turner, practice on Tuesday at 3:15
p.m.
age, and went to seven dif- tackling a dummy at the end Rumley) signing the poster.

Nats CM swats
team after loss
to St.Louis

4
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Big Money, Big Time, Big East
Louisville plunges into the
conference it has pursued for years
and takes aim at
opportunities that seemed
impossible less than a decade ago
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The fastrising football program can capture the
biggest prize of all: an automatic bid to
the Bowl Championship Series and a
multi-million dollar payoff Louisville never
had a chance to win before.
Also, the women's basketball team gets
to rub elbows with national powers Connecticut, Notre Dame and Rutgers and
the men's basketball team enters a 16team mega-league expected to be one of
the best in history.
"It's all out in front of us now. The
sky is the limit," said Louisville athletics director Tom Jurich.
The new league gives Louisville exposure in nine of the nation's 33 largest
media markets. It also expands the school's
recruiting range — for athletes and nonathletes — into the Northeast for the first
time.
"This takes us into a whole new realm
in terms of development," said school
President James Ramsey. "We're hearing
from students in that area who aren't connected to graduates, but who are starting
to hear about Louisville."
And then there's the money. Louisville

officials know the school is going to cash
in, but no one is sure how much.
If the 12th-ranked football team, the
favorite to win the league, is the only
Big East representative to reach the BCS,
the school would receive the largest chunk
of the league's $14.44 million reward.
That amount could rise to more than $22
million if the Big East and another league
put more than one team in the BCS.
But Kevin Miller, who oversees
Louisville's athletic finances, has money
questions beyond football. Among them:
how the Big East will distribute revenue
from its national TV contract, how the
league handles NCAA disbursements and
how much the school will spend on travel to more distant venues in more expensive cities.
"We're going to have added money
we did not have before, we know that,"
Miller said. "To put a number on that
right now, I can't do that. I'll know a
lot more about bow this is going to work
a year from now."
Louisville failed in its first overtures
to join the Big East in the mid-1990s.
The school had a checkered history of
league affiliations, especially in football,
where it bounced between the Missouri
Valley, Ohio Valley and independent status between the 1940s and mid-90s. While
the men's basketball team was the stalwart of the Metro, then-athletics director
Bill Olsen wanted to find a more all-

encompassing home for every sport.
"We were looking for a major football
conference which also had a total package for everybody," Olsen said.
The school was two years into its Conference USA membership when Jurich
arrived in October 1997.
After he sized up Louisville's problems, Jurich realized that was about the
best league the school could attract. The
men's basketball and women's volleyball
programs faced NCAA investigations, the
football team was midway through a 110 season and a Title IX expert had
recently ripped the school for gender equity deficiencies.
"We were in no position to look at
any conference," Jurich said. "We had to
try to be a good citizen within Conference USA. That was a very good fit for
us at that point."
Early in the rebuilding process. Jurich
called Big East commissioner Mike Tranghese and began explaining how he planned
to reverse Louisville's fortunes.
"I was always trying to share our story
with Mike and the members of the Big
East, telling them what our vision was
and where I wanted us to go," Jurich
said. "That paid some big dividends later,
because when the time came to pull the
trigger, they already knew a lot about
us."

III See LOUISVILLE Page 28

"We all stink," cleanup hitWASHINGTON (API — Jim
Bowden strode into the Wash- ter lose Guillen said. "We're
ington Nationals clubhouse, the just looking like Little League
door slamming shut behind him. players."
How out of sorts are the
The general manager had
just finished watching his team Nationals at the plate? Guillen
get shut out for the second decided on his own to try a
straight game against a sur- bunt with runners on first and
prise starter, and his defense second and no outs in the
and pitching weren't exactly fourth inning.
"Trying to make something
stellar, either, in Sunday's 6-0
loss to the St. Louis Cardi- happen," he said, "and it didn't work out the way I wantnals.
Several minutes later, on a ed."
His bunt went to reliever
ramp below the stands at RFK
Stadium, Bowden described Brad Thompson (2-0), who got
himself as "angry, frustrated, the forceout at second. The
disappointed" and ripped his next batter — Preston Wilson
— grounded into an inningteam's performance.
"It was pathetic," the GM ending double play.
"We need to not do those
said. "We gave them this game
today. This is embarrassing. types of things," Brad Wilkerson said. "When you've got
We gave them those runs."
Turning his attention to the your best hitter at the plate,
hitters, scoreless over 21 and you're struggling to score
innings, Bowden said: "This some runs, we need him swingisn't a problem of one guy or ing the bat."
The major league-best Car.two guys. We have an embarrassing problem of all eight. dinals, meanwhile, managed to
score plenty even though Albert
Zero offense."
Washington didn't face Chris Pujols was ejected in the first
Carpenter. It didn't even face inning, and Jim Edmonds left
Mark Mulder, the 15-game win- after a collision at the plate
ner scratched Saturday and Sun- in the sixth.
"I always say you don't just
day with a stiff neck.
Instead, it was Cal Eldred win with homers. You need a
who made his first start since bunt, you need a hit-and-run,
2001 on Sunday and combined you need a steal," manager Tony
with four St. Louis relievers La Russa said. "Those are the
to limit the Nationals to four little things that helped us out
singles. Washington scraped out to win 105 games last year
two singles in Saturday's 6-0 and those are the things that
defeat against Jason Marquis, are helping us out this year to
who stopped a seven-start los- win some games."
Washington's own spot
ing streak with the first shutout
starter, John Halama (0-1),
of his career.
"You shouldn't play like this turned in five strong innings.
at home. It's not acceptable." But in the sixth, the Cardinals
manager Frank Robinson said. scored three runs despite only
Washington went 2-4 on this one solidly hit ball. An error,
homestand, also losing to .500- two walks, a double steal and
or-worse starters Luke Hudson a couple of close plays did
and Brandon Claussen of the rest. They added three in
.the eighth.
Cincinnati.

AP Photo

St. Louis' John Rodriguez steals third base as Washington Nationals Vinny Castilla applies the late tag
In the eighth inning Sunday in Washington. The Cardinals won 6-0.

Faxon wins Buick
Championship in playoff
CROMWELL, Conn. (AP)
— Brad Faxon is right where
he wants to be.
He won the Buick Championship on Sunday for his eighth
PGA victory, and did it just
90 minutes from his Rhode
Islaid home. Next up is the
Deutsche Bank Championship
at the TPC of Boston, another short hop for him.
"I can't wait for these two
weeks," Faxon said. "Back to
back, being able to be this
close. It's just awesome."
Faxon rolled in a 3-foot
birdie putt on the first playoff
hole and beat South African
Tjaart van der Walt for his
first victory since 2001.
Faxon tied the course record
in regulation with a 9-under
61. a personal best for the 44year-old. He stayed close to
home for his eighth PGA Tour
victory, earning a $774,000
paycheck. Faxon is a mainstay
at this New England tournament, appearing 22 times.
"People get excited about this
tournament and I Jove playing
close to home," Faxon said.
"Nobody on tour would ever
tell you anything differently. My
father came, my aunt, my uncle.

my cousins are here. Great
friends are here. It's just awesome."
Faxon thought he would be
home sooner than later earlier
in the week. He made the 36hole cut on the number and
was back in his hotel room packing up Friday afternoon while
waiting to hear if he made it.
"This was really kind of out
of the blue," he said. "The
first two days I played OK.Then
something happened yesterday
where all the putts started going
in."
On Sunday, not only did his
putts fall but he took advantage of a couple of favorable
rulings to save par on the last
two holes. When his tee shot
on No. 17 rolled about 40
yards down a cart path and
damaged the ball, Faxon got
to pull out a new ball and
place his drop.
On the playoff hole, both
hit great second shots.
Faxon drove into the left
fairway bunker and had 169
yards to the hole and stuck
his 7-iron approach 3 feet from
the cup. Van der Walt, unflap

•See FAXON Page 28
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MURRAY STATE 2,INDIANA STATE I

Racers score early, not enough, against Sycamores
Oppcgard,a junior from Lexington. staked Murray State to
an early 1-0 lead when she
beat the Indiana State goalkeeper on a free kick that fell
just beneath the top cross bar
2:08 into the contest.
The Racers maintained their
lead until freshman Amanda
Gogel answered for the
Sycamores, taking a pass from
Podolski and beating Annie
Fortier to tie the Score at the
30:02 mark.

Special to the Ledger
. TERRE HAUTE, Ind. —
.--Nurray State's Laura Oppegard scored an unassisted goal
just two minutes into Sunday's
Noccer match against Indiana
eatiltate University, but the Racers (0-2-0) didn't score again
as the Sycamores II- 1-0) won
• 2-1.
The match-winning goal
.:•Came off the foot of Lauren
.::Podolski with less than 12 min::Utes left in regulation.

Faxon ...

1

Third-rounder leader Justin
Rose (69) finished one stroke
out of the playoff. while former British _ Open champion
Ben Curtis(69), Jerry Kelly(77)
and NCAA runner-up _Michael
Putnam (63) were alt at 12
under.
Putnam had been at Menon last week for the U.S. Amateur when he was told he
received a sponsor's exemption to the Buick Championship.
He decided to turn pro and
earned $177,733 in his PGA
Tour debut.
Van der Walt is playing on
tour with a medical exemption
after a wrist injury limited him
to 12 events in 2004. his rookie season.

COOPER CLAYTON
SMOKING
CESSATION CLASSES

Katie Tindell provided the big
blow with a two-run home run.
Wilson. Fox, Boggess and Neely
Gallimore all had a hit apiece
and scored a run in a 5-2 win
over the Lady Vikings. Gardner and Ashton Futrell pitched
in the win.
Last Thursday, the Lady Lak.
ers were aided by a run-scoring triple off the bat of Boggess
in their 3-2 win over Hickman. Fox drew a walk and
scored a run, while Wilson
reached on an error and later
scored. Gardner got the pitching win.
In Game 2 against Hickman, Taylor Futrell went 1 for-2 with two RBI and three
runs scored to lead CCMS to
the 12-10 triumph. Taylor Armstrong was 1 -for-1 with an
RBI, two runs scored and two
walks. while Boggess added a
triple, two RBI and a run scored.
Wilson walked twice with
two runs scored, while Jackie
Metcalf, Lauren Benson. Jacklyn Vilardo, Tori Winchester and
Haley Armstrong each added
singles. Cunningham, Gardner.
Dera Hale. Haley Armstrong
and Ashton Futrell all pitched
for Calloway in the win.

Quit Smoking
Classes

Stift Aloft
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AL/T?
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

John Mama
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
Al Times COT
Emit Division
L Pct GS
W
74 56.569
—
Atlanta
70 61.534 4 172
Philadelphia
5
69 61.531
Florida
6
New York
68 62.523
7
Washington
67 63 515
Central Division
GB
Pci
L
W
83 48 634
Si. Louis
68 62 52314 172
Houston
19
64 67 489
Milwaukee
62 68 47720 1/2
Chicago
1/2
47720
62 68
Cincinnati
29
54 77 412
Pittsburgn
West Division
L Pct GS
W
—
64 65 496
San Diego
60 72 455 51/2
Arizona
51/2
454
71
59
Los Angeles
7
57 72 442
San Francisco
51 79 39213 1/2
Coiorado

From Page 2B

AP Photo
Curacao third baseman Rudmichaell Brandao (13)
walks off the field as Ewa Beach, Hawaii's Micahel
Memea rounds third after hitting a walk-off game
winning solo homer off Curacao pitcher Christopher Garia in the seven inning of the Little League
World Series Championship game Sunday in South
Williamsport. Pa. The Northwest beat the Caribbean
7-6.

Hawaii wins 1.1.WS
with walk-off homer
"He got one up in the
0
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP) zone. It was high and he took
— Michael Memea got some it over," Aliviado said with
encouraging words from his the winner's plaque sitting on
manager just before he came his lap. "I just jumped for
to the plate with the Little Joy."
Aliviado planned to give
League World Series title
his team some time to unwind
game tied in extra innings.
"You know what? You are before the flight back to
due for one," Hawaii man- Hawaii on Monday. West
ager Layton Aliviado told Oahu became the first team
Memea, hitless in three at-bats. from Hawaii to win a Little
Aliviado's words proved League World Series title.
And it took a stunning
prophetic.
Memea lined a pitch over comeback from a three-run
the center-field wall in the deficit to tie it in the botbottom of the seventh inning tom of the sixth to set up
to give West Oahu of Ewa the dramatic ending. Before
Beach. Hawaii. a 7-6 win the rally sent it to extra
over defending champion innings for just the second
Willemstad, Curacao, on Sun- time, Aliviado said he sold
day — the first game-ending his team: "If you guys want
home run in a Little League it, let's go get it."
With runners on second
finale.
"I knew it was gone." and third and no outs and
Memea said afterward, a neck- Hawaii trailing 6-3, Vonn
lace made of candy pieces Fe'ao scored from third on
a bunt base hit by Ty Tirstrewn around his neck.
After the homer. Memea pak. Zachary Rosete then hit
rounded third with his right an RBI single to left close
hand held high and he bar- it to 6-5.
Three batters and one out
reled toward jubilant teammates waiting for him at home later. Alaka'i Aglipay hit a
plate. Later, he and his team- bouncer to second that looked
mates took the traditional vic- as if it would be an easy
tory jog around the Lamade double play, but he beat out
Stadium warning track, draw- the throw to first, allowing
Rosete to score the tying run.
ing cheers from fans.

•16" cheese pizza '7.00

7534381

Ilanrstock
Insurance Agency

American Latigue Standings
All Times COT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
74 54 578
Boston
73 56.566 1 1/2
New Yon(
10
85 65.500
Toronto
61 68 47313 1/2
Baltimore
55 76 42020 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
79 48 622
Chicago
73 58 557
8
Cleveland
68 62 52312 1/2
Minnesota
1/2
48417
66
62
Detroit
42 86 32837 1/2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pet GB
W
—
73 56 566
Oakland
¶72
73 57 562
Los Angeies
12
473
68
61
Texas
18
55 74 426
Seattle

Sunday's Games
Cleveland 4. Toronto 1
NY Yankees 10, Kansas City 3
Oakland 10, Baltimore 3
Boston 11, Detroit 3
Texas 2. Minnesota 1
Tampa Bay 2, L.A Angels 1
Seattle 9. Chicago White Sox 2
Monday's Games
Oakland (Saarloos 9-6) at Baltimore
(Bedard 6-5). 205 p m
Tampa Bey )McClung 5-7) at Boston
(Clement 11-3), 6:05 pm
Detroit (Bonderman 14-10) at Cleveland
(Elarton 7-7), 6:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Buehrte 14-6) at
Texas (Dominguez 1-3), 705 p.m.
Minnesota (Baker 1-1) at Kansas City
(Carrasco 5-7), 7:10 p.m
N.Y. Yankees (Museina 12-8) at Seattle
(R Franklin 6-14), 905 p m.

•Louisville ...

fialdisGruff

Coll To Register:

Sponsored By

Sunday's Games
St. Louis 6, Washington 0
Cincinnati 7, Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 5, Milwaukee 2
Chicago Cubs 14. Florida 3
San Diego 4, Colorado 3
San Francisco 4, N Y Mets 1
L.A. Dodgers 1, Houston 0
Arizona 10. Philadelphia 5
Monday's Games
Cincinnati (Ra.Orkz 8-9) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 0-0), 11:35 a.m.
St. Louis (Carpenter 18-4) at Florida
(A.J.Burnett 12-7). 605 p.m.
Washington (Patterson 8-4) at Atlanta
(Sass 9-2), 6.35 p m.
L.A. Dodgers (Moulton 4-7) at Chicago
Cubs (J Williams 4-6), 7•05 pm
Arizona (Ru Ortiz 4-8) at San Diego
(W.Williams 6-10). 9:05 p.m
Colorado (B.Kim 3-10) al Sin
Francisco (Cain 0-0), 9:15 p.m.

AP Photo
Brad Faxon raises the trophy after winning the Buick
in
Championship
Cromwell, Conn., Sunday.

CCMS softball
starts season
with four wins
Stan Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Middle School softball team began
-its fall season with four straight
wins last week.
The Lady Lakers (4-0)
opened the campaign by sweeping a doubleheader from St.
Mary by scores of 5-0 and 52 on Aug. 23 before sweeping a pair of games from Hickman County 3-2 and 12-10 on
'Aug. 25.
Against St. Mary, Calloway
, picked up its first win behind
the hitting of Kristin Boggess
and Karlee Wilson. Boggess
went 2-for-3 with a home run,
a single. two runs batted in
and two runs scored, while
Wilson was also 2-for-3 with
two singles and a run scored
in the 5-0 win.
Brittany Fox tripled in a
run and also scored another
run. Alyssa Cunningham had
a single and a run scored,
while Taylor Futrell singled
home a run. Haley Armstrong
doubled in a run. and Brittany
Deitz had a base hit.
Cunningham and Whitney
Gardner pitched for CCMS.
In Game 2 against St. Mary.

and one assist.
Fortier, a junior from Bowling Green, and Sycamore goalkeeper Rachel Rudzis each
played the entire game in net
and both finished with eight
saves.
The Racers will open the
home portion of their 2005
schedule on Sept. 4, when they
host the University of SouthMississippi at Cutchin
ern
Field. The match is scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.

Aloha!

.From Page 1B
pable all week at the TPC
_at River Highlands. drove it
:right down the middle to with134 yards. His approach
:banged off the flagstick and
rolled just over 9 feet from
the cup. The players high-fived
each other as they walked up
the 18th fairway to an ovation.
it was really exiting. The
crowd was into it," Faxon said.
, Van der Walt pushed his
;birdie putt right then stood
;back and watched as Faxon
c coolly rolled his in for the
f win.
1 _ The victory also earned
g Faxon a spot at the Mercedes
Championship in January, the
2006 tour opener in Hawaii.
Faxon has been playing on an
injured right knee nearly for
two years. He planned to have
surgery ifftwer-vreelarto-repair
a torn anterior cruciate ligament.
:Now, it seems, that will have
:to wait.
"My wife says, 'If we don't
▪
•
.
:go to Kapalua. I'm going to
• kill you." he said. "So what
:go you think?"
;• And as for the knee?
Nothing hurts right now,"
..
:Faxon said.
.•
0 ' Van der Walt shot a 64 and
birdied the final two holes to
•
•.
•.sie Faxon at 14-under 266 and
force a playoff back to the
.434-yard par-4 I 8th.

ISU held a 12-9 shot advantage in the first period, but Fortier made use saves before intermission. Indiana State finished the match with an 1816 edge in shot attempts. MSU's
Krista Llewellyn led all players with seven shots, five of
which were on-goal.
game-winner
Podolski's
came off a pass from Shat
Fehribach in the 79th minute.
The sophomore forward finished with one goal on two shots

Jurich added softball, rowing and women's golf to remedy the gender equity problems. He also hired John L.
Smith, who quickly turned
the football team into a highscoring, TV-friendly winner.
New facilities were also
conceived, mostly funded by
private
donations.
2000,
In
Louisville
unveiled
$14 million
Cardinal
Park, a colof
lection
fields for the
softball,
women's
Petrino
track, field
hockey and soccer teams. In
April, Louisville christened a
$10 million baseball stadium,
a $12 million natatorium will
open later this year and an
$8 million football practice
facility is also under construction.
None of Jurich's moves
caught Tranghese's eye more
than dm hiring of Rick Pitino in March 2001. Pitino
became Tranghese's friend and
a star in the Big East coaching Providence in the mid1980s.
Soon after he was hired,
Pitino started working with
Jurich to sell Tranghese on
Louisville. But when Pitino
asked his old friend what
chance Louisville had of joining the league, Tranghese said
it would never happen.
"Little did he know what
was going on behind the
scenes," Pitino said.
Within months of their conversation, football Powers
Boston College, Miami and
Virginia Tech left the Big
East for the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
Suddenly, Louisville skyrocketed to the top of Tranghese's wish list.
"When we lost people and
sat down and talked about it
for the first time, Louisville
was always part of those conversations," Tranghese said.
"A big reason why was how
much they seemed to want
to be here with us."
Louisville accepted an invitation to join the league in
November 2003, along with

fellow Conference USA defectors Cincinnati, DePaul, Mar•quette and South Florida. But
Louisville appears to be the
readiest of all the newcomers, led by its top-25 football and men's basketball programs.
-They're very ambitious,"
Tranghese said. "They're not
coming here just to be a part
of this league, they're coming to be a significant fac**a
tor."
The new affiliation is
already paying dividends for
Louisville. Football coach
Bobby Petrino has noticed a
higher level of respect from
recruits since the school
switched leagues.
"We've got some credibility and that hasn't always
been the case," Petrino said.
"The Big East puts us on a
level playing field with the
Florida States and Miamis."
In addition to football,
Louisville is expected to contend for Big East titles this
year in volleyball and field
hockey. Since Jurich arrived,
15 of Louisville's 21 sports
have had teams or individuals reach the NCAA postseason.
Now, though, their competition will be stronger. The
Big East has won 24 national championships in six sports
since it launched in 1979. In
men's and women's basketball alone, the league has
captured eight NCAA titles
since 1999.
"We're very hungry to be
the best in the league," Jurich
said,"but I don't think they're
going to throw us out if we're
not."

firmly Suitor
WeeIsixty11111111C1 Val
Toni,on rousts hianric•
«Riad lixtrr,
1411 Mein St.• 753-5442

TV, radio
Monday. Aug 29
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — L A Dodgers at Chicago
Cubs
NFL
7 p.m.
ABC — Preseason, St. Louis at Detroit
MIMS
Spa'.
USA — U.S. Open, men s and
women's list round, at New York

•16" unlimited toppings

'9.44
pizza
•12" pizzas--3 wtth 3 toppings
Steed is

IoIth

& Ilkollesess Caster
Classes also available in Ballard,
Carlisle, Craves, Fulton and
McCracken counties.
Call the local Health Center
for details

'13.00
unlimited
•16" pizzas--3with
'7.00 mi.
toppings
Wet honor crw pizza COUPOn
ChUrCh grows recess? 20% ciscount co SuncloYs
Open Daily Ii a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd

762-0442

NOW BUYING
Scrap Metal - Aluminum Cans - Scrap Cars
'Will pick up cars

Roll-off Containers Available

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

I.

‘Iondey„kupirol YI,INS• 3B
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INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray Water, Wastewater,
Gas, and Street Departments will
receive sealed bids for uniforms. Sealed
bids are to be marked: "Uniforms" and
delivered to the City Clerk's office by
2:00 p.m. local time on Tuesday,
September 6, 2005. Specifications are
available at the City Clerk's office located at 104 N. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071.
The Mayor and City Council reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.
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4 Family
YARD SALE
Wed., Aug. 31
S. 16th Street
(just past
Sycamore light)
8 a.M. - ?
Lots of items.
Lots of bargains.
Must see to
believe.
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CHILDREN'S Mural
Personalize
Artist.
your child's space with
beautiful illustrations
lettering.
and
References and portfocalf
ayaklable.
lio
Tracey (7'31)641-6679,
Pans Landing area.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
NEW way to lose
weight Learn how to
eat right for your body.
(270)748-6277
050
Lost and Found
Offered.
REWARD
Lost sometime back. A
large blue plastic storage box like what you
see at Wal-Mart. It contained some family pictures and personal
items Nothing of value
to anyone but me. This
was lost dunng a move.
It could have been lost
anywhere along the
641 Highway from
Hazel to Benton or one
of the off roads that
turn off 641 as you go
into Benton. If anyone
has any true information. please phone 1 270-703-6845

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
$9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please. Also
hiring day cooks.

DISHWASHER wanted
weekend days only
Apply in person before
2PM
Hungry Bear
Restaurant
United
FIRST
Methodist Church on
Court
Square
the
needs nursery attendants for infant and
toddler nurseries. Must
be at least 18 years of
age and submit to a
criminal background
check. $6/hr. Call 7533812 to set up interview.
FT receptionist for busy
medical practice. Send
resume with references
to, P.O. Box 1040-G,
Murray, KY 42071
FULL OR ,PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.
Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred.
calls
No
phone
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn,
Murray. KY.
LOCAL CPA firm seeks
experienced accountant for full time position
through April 2006, with
permanent
possible
status. Duties include
assistance with bookkeeping, tax preparaetc.
audits,
tion,
experiQuickbooks
ence a plus. Resumes
to P.O. Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071.
NOW hiring for all
shirts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, please.
Office nurse needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799
guard
SECURITY
opening. Murray area.
Part time weekends
Call 444-0064
Control
TERMITE
Technician: Benifits
offered, pay negotiable. Apply at 1302
North 12th St.

5842

Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up
26 years expenence.
References. If interested, please call 7679428
NANNY. Experienced
child care professional
seeks loving family.
Four year, private, in.
home
experience.
Infant/ preschool. CPR
certified Excellent references. If you're looking for lots of love and
individual care for your
children, contact 731232-8557 or 731-7070195
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc.
windows,
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

EARN income PT/FT
Around your schedule
Home-Based business
www.DRWHomeBiz.co
m (270)748-6277

M DM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
7-1/11111114110

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633

PD

Detroit

a rs

2

C OH MUNIC ATIONS
OPERATOR (police
dispatching). Full-time,
benefits. High school
graduate. two years
experience in emerc
n
y
e
g
operations/telecommufameniolimbotats.
nication field or similar ,
on
Click
position
earn
DANCERS
at
'Employment"
$1.000+ weekly! che
www murraystate edu
Purple Building 270for additional Informa759-2153. 270-293tion. Salary $9.76 per
2069. or (270)534hour. Apply at Human
0333 after 5PM
Murray
Resources.
State University. 404
Sparks Hall, Murray,
42071-3312.
KY
Women/minorities
CLEANING houses is
encouraged to apply
business. Call
my
AA
WF/D.
EEO,
Linda H 759-9553
employer.

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel & White rock aiso.
Call Terrell Tidwell.

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

Large SelectionSelect ion
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

MOVING kitchen table
with 6 chairs, couch
and loveseat, nice king
size bedroom suite.
Call 435-4377 or 2938358
bpapaierill

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

7230 Case IH tractor.
2W0, duals, full set
weights, 42" radials,
2,500 firs, excellent
condition. 293-2351

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109

Onkel

Firm Equipment
lime/ ElP1OrneM
SPoris40~1
Firewood
Musical
Mobile liana Lob For Sale
Mobile Mamas For UM
Mobil. Homes For Rent
Motile Home Lots For Rant
business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rant
Houses For km
Stomps Randle
COMIOlfeilli Properly
Pies & Supple@
Lheislock & SuppMs
Public Ws
Land For Rent or Lases

Rea Eerie
Laing Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Fines For Sais
Amine
Homes For See
doweeyetes A AN.
Aura Pots
Sport Uwity Vehiciss
Used Cars
vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Conine@
Frei Column
Tobacco & Supple:a
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Sh.00 Column Inch, tiO`c Discount 2nd Run,
40"; Discount 3rd Run.
"J. \

hor 0",ntiureL,Prr.

$3.25 per column inch extra for Moodily (Shopping Guide)
1`..1 xl••-•
S8.2.5 First Day -20 words or less
Over 20 words $30 each
di
Additional Consecutive Days S.11 per word
per att Lnd but aör
%own Gude)i11101 extra
Classbeth
325 ex tor Sh"pper
5tis

I 1\1

1'111

't\
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piano
BALDWIN
Acrosone. Price new
$3,500, asking $1,550,
like new. 293-8487

LAND -HOME
Packages are our speor
cialty.
FHA
Conventional. Let us
do the work! Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed.
FHA land packages
available now. Limited
funds. Don't miss out.
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012

1985 Yamaha gas
powered goff cart, off
road with utility bed.
Great condition. Call
227-2497 anytime.
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Mee items to
oda OWN*

holes arm
You Ebay

FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms. free DVR or HD
upgrade. Call now to
see how you can get
your first month free.
HBO.
Also
get
Cinemax & Showtirne
free for 3 months
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or

HANDMADE baby &
toddler quilts with a
free toy - Great giftson display at Tooter's
Antique Mall, Hazel,
KY.
NFL FANS
Purchase the NFL
Sunday Ticket & get
over 140 channels. 7
HBO. 12 Starz, 9
3
&
Showlime,
Cinemax Free for 4
Beasley
months.
Antenna & Satelirte
759-0901 or 877-4550901

Complete Formal Vieur Headquarters

INSURANCE

J '0 1Labpg

Lou V. McGary

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Limowinew & Vona
31114 Main Si.
herrn KY art
17s1711141/911

I .tein-FOK mars
1400674757

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part A; $110 on
Part B Call me for more information.

a Ossmioa buspernese• Airport Sen-ice • Certified Drivers

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILLNG FOR NY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

OLDER mobile home.
Must sell & move.
Make an offer Call
436-2194 after 4 30PM

— PREPLANNING —

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

REPOS,
REPOS,
REPOS. Doubles, singles. Land home. Call
1-800-533-5368
SHARP, REPO DOUBLEWIDE: Fireplace,
front porch Call today!!
731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bnng
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50'5. Call 7316424438 today!!
model
late
USED
mobile home. Extra
nice and clean. We
deliver and set-up
270-489-2525
WE have 97% financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3%. 100%
loans. Call 1-800-5333568

2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808

$300

Small 2BR $225.00.
753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

3.9 PHONE CMOS

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

VolP1 Internet Phone Calls)

Tern/ Isaacs/Karen Isaac's, Owners

'19.95 mo.-2 lifts

LOTS for rent
9866

Por Real Estate & Contents Auction, Call

,11,1‘‘

Cellular Ser‘ice

Wayne- (270)753-5086

'

Roger - (270)703-6000

%don ertti:% ph4tnLI)uIl.&-orn/%Ii

,
14
00
Diana - (270)527-293
li,
z:
fk
a

753-0444

Tanglewood
Apartments
1750 Lowes Drive
Murrpe-Y 42071

Aprtnents For Rent
• -VENF' nice 1 Al. 11
Bath, central H/A, al
appliances with W/D.
Great location. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2905.

AURRY!!!
ONLY 2 LEFT!
BRAND NEW
APARTMENTS!
*2 Bedrooms
'Free Cable & Trash 'Washer/Dryer
Provided All Electric w/ Central
Heat & Air 'Range, Dishwasher,
Refrigerator, & Garbage Disposal
Provided 'Carpet & Ceramic Tile

753

LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area.
270-527-8808

M

ints For Rent

2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-6424438
3 BED, 2 BATH DOUBLEWIDE - Land packages available! Low
payment!
down
Awesome financing.
731-584-9429
3BR mobile home and
lot, $16,500. 753-6012
38R, 1-1/2 bath 14 ft
wide including lot on
resort with lake availability in contract Big
electrified porches and
workshop shed, good
storage. Will consider
gold or silver or ? as
payment
down
$34.000. 227-0406 .
1999
FLEET WOOD
14x50, 2BR, 1BA, good
condition, new air conditioning unit, $7,900
Call 753-4801

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 7594118
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1. 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 38R apts. available. Please call 7538221.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR, 1 bath studio,
$335 month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer, $325 month.
753-7559
1BR. all appliances.
Oaks Apts starting at
$250. Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

2005 SALE
New Fleetwood Doublewide, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, priced to
move at $2,005.00 over
invoice. Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker Homes, Paris.
(731)644-0012
1-800-533-3568

WINN,

Imre

Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044
TTY# 800-648-6056
2005 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH SINGLEWIDE:
Alarm system, GE
only
appliances,
$29,999!!! 731-5849429

VISA

ESS & SERVICE DIRECIM

Homes For Sale

/Noise
For 8ale

877-455-0901
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PLOT Murray Memona
Gardens Paid $750,
Call
$450
sell
(270)441-0001
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale 489-2436, if no
answer leave message
tanning
SUNTANA
bed. Good condition.
$500 OBO. Call 7532753 after 6PM
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CLASSIFIEDS

EMI
AprimmosFor Reit
1BR. Furnished. $235
$225
Unfurnished,
Low utilities, no pets
753-3949
2BR 2 bath, 2 blocks
from MSU, w/d hookup, no pets $350 per
deposit
&
month
References required.
753-3949
Daytime
after 6pm 759-3050
Cambridge
2BR Apt
area. 293-6968.
28R, 'IBA, all appliances, nice area, close
to campus, deposit and
lease required, $400
per month. 293-5871
2BR, IBA, range,
refrigerator, dishwasher, w&d. CJE/H/A. no
pets. Stadium View Dr
$425 month. 753-7559
2BR. 2 bath, W&D.
included
water
$550/mo 753-2225
2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
4BR, 2 bath, all appliances, central I-/A.
rates.
Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
28R, all appliances.
$ 450 /month.
( 2 7 0 )76 7 - 9 9 4 8 .
Available 0/15.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 1 br
starting at S330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Cali
Leave
753-1970.
Messaon

320
Apartments For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
Near University Extra large 2 B/R apt.
All appliances incl.
washer & dryer Central
elec H/A $200
Deposit - $350 Mo
($250 1st mo.)
753-4560
NICE, clean 1BR apartment. Univ. Hts. All
appliances furnished
$325
& 2 bedFurnished
apartments
room
downtown Starting at
$245
Lease.
pets.
No
753-4937
deposit.
days. 753-1951 or 7598926 nights
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BP. From $325
Call Today!
759-8668.
VENTURE Property
Mgt. New 1 bedroom
apts. Furnished w! all
appliances, 1 yr lease
NO PETS! Close to
campus. 767-9111 or
978-1107

ean FOf
gl
[

Rent

2BD, 1 bath house a
207 Gilbert St.. Hazel.
All appliances furnished. $350 rent +
deposit. References
(731)498-8312 after
5:00PM
ANNUAL lease, in
town, 2/1, completely
refurbished, garage.
large fenced backyard.
Owner telephone
(954)345-1495.
upgraded,
NEWLY
charming 2BR, 'IBA
lakefront house in
Shores.
Panorama
C/H/A.
w/d,
plus
$400/month
deposit Available 9/1
( 3 1 0 )5 6 7 - 9 3 2 1
References required.
4BR/2BA.
ROOMY
Free lawn maintenance
$675 per
included
month + deposit Call
752-0456

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
BOAT, pontoon, & R.V
storage. 12' tall doors
in front, can drive
through. New metal
bldg. 628 S. 3rd St
Ext. 753-4783
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 49.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available, 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
"Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For Sale
1 duplex for sale in
Northwood, $89.000
aga- 1441S

COMPLETE cabinet
business in West KY
All equipment building,
land. Very profitable
over 20 years. Will
train
and
teach
Reason for selling
health & retirement
Senous inquiries only.
Broadway Realty, Inc
James W. Stephens,
Broker
270-853-0849 (cell)
Comerical Prop. For RIM
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 700
1 .000. 1,200 sq.tt
in
Available
Phone
September
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
restrooms.
C/G/H,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.
GERMAN Shepherd
kennel reduction Adult
males and females
$200-$500 (731)6423960 or (731)336-2253
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
Mini.
REGISTERED
Schnauzer pups for
4 males, 2
sale
females. $300 -$350
Salt & pepper. Cali
227-5686 or 227-2805
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

1

111FlosockoSopplbe

HORSESHOEIMG.
farrier
certified
General, corrective
Corey Scarbrough 731571-1383

12 acres, woodec
PnvacN
homesite
galore! Call (270)924
4112. Red Mill Realty
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
$125.000. 270-753
4109, 270-227-1545
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Look into our new photo reprints!
70 yew 6.416 INA
Mom queNIN

A.

Media Weed
ELECTRICIAN
New Const/Remodel/
or trouble. Lt. and ins
WI 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming
stump grinding firewood Insured 4892839
JUNK/Rubbish
Removal, clean out
attics, garages yard
waste. etc. Low rates
(270)489-2583

Visit our homepage at:
www-murrayledger.com
for more details.
It's Quick & Easy.

thadeian,
YIQN
hauling & backhoe
753-4545 767-0213

Homes For Sal.
Real Estate For Sale
By Owner
Rental Properly
421 South 8th Street
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 or
3-BR
Become a landlord with
no down payment
Seller will finance 20%
down payment with
Your good credit, arid
sailer will pay
closing costs. Asking
$115.000 1-800-294 6442

'Ake Property
KY Lake Barkley 200
ht pebble beach' View
miles of water and
spectacular. sunsets!
Great building site for
lakefront living. Only
$74.900 Call owner
‘270)924-4328

NEW 3,500 sq.ft home
on bluff overlooking
Creeks near Murray 10
acres. 270-767-0958,
270-519-8570
REFURBISHED 9th St.
house, 2/1. stucco,
garage. big yard. by
appointment_ Owner
telephone (954)3451495
&ATY's
2005 Yamaha TTR125
like new. 2005 Honda
Foreman 500 4x4, only
2002
miles
33
Kawasaki 3010 4x4
mule All below blue
book 270-293-4089
02 1100 Yamaha VLow mileage
Star
loaded, nice, $6,200
753-3672

2 lots with restrictions
1,5 acres & 1 acre 5
miles north or Murray
752-7312
LOT #13 in Bethel
Estates Subdrvision on
Bethel Church Rd 699
acres, set up for mobile
home has septic system $8.900 Starks
Bros Mobile Homes 1800-455-3001

FOR SALE
. OR RENT:
,20 beautiful acres.
.- House close to
Murray.
753-9075.
227-2193

1

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Free
pick-up/delivery
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
Carpets •Uphoistery
•Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimate
'
-Got Dirt",
753-5827
MASTER Plumber
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixor
repaired
tures
(270)978installed
0133
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
Builder
Rooting Decks Siding
753-2592

home.
brick
28R
detached garage 7
Miles north, Murray
753-7652
38R. 28A, 1,825 sq ft
pius sunroom, living N.
2
rooms,
great
garages. barn on 30
ac. +I-. 753-4558
38R, 28A Southwest
side of town Call for
price. 293-3910. 7594762 after 600 pm
X FRAME 2BR, 1/2
here kit on Hwy 497 by
Lake.
Kentucky
OBO
115.000
(270)853-4517
f$80 RELOCATING.
3BR
sell
must
.detatched garage New
Central airrheat All
appliances stay Near
School last house on
road in quiet neighborhood 1009 Hickory.
Benton $65.000 or
best otter Call 27049343000

AFFORDABLE carpentry No job too small
No lob too big. Collins
Contracting
Restoration 293-4954.
436-5178
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair, sagging floors
termite & water damLarry Nimmo
age_
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Cartifled septic
Installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
•Dnveways
•Insured
753-9503. 978-0343

The Stars ShoW IKE Kind of
Day You'll Ham 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Though you would like to
deal with mends and a meeting,
domestic matters call. Plans
could take on a different tone if
you start opening up. Your creativity, wit and general good
sense impress a key person
Tonight: Mosey on home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You need to verbalize
more of what is on your mind.
Sometimes you decide your
ideas are silly or discredit yourself. Once you open up, you
might be surprised by all the positive feedback you receive. A
you.
encourages
partner
Become your own cheerleader.
Tonight: Bat around ideas with a

APPLIANCE &
REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES

02 Taurus SES, 40 K
mi, new tires, very
clean 978-0200, 7590029 after 7 PM
'96 white Buick Regal
4--door. 117.000 miles.
all power sunroof, new
tires, shocks & brakes,
A/C inside, fair condition, 2 owner car,
$3,000 060 759-5848

22 YEARS rxrtanoiLa
(2701226-9398
(270)4924191
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

2002 sitver Chevroie
Sihrerado 1500 pickup
truck. V-6 engine Call
753-6784
Lariat
F150
2001
cab.
extended
$15500 2000 Chrysler
Country.
&
Town
$6,900. Both excellent
condition 753-2570
Capin

26FT . 1994 Prowler
Camper in excellent
condition Full bedroom, all new appliances. new tires, bath
shower, new
with
canopy $4,000 OBO
CaN 489-6168 after 5 or
weekends
V4ARDIN, Kentucky,
1997 CampLite PopP. 158*. Litany. WvUp heat/air pullout,
dining room, sleeps 7 $3,200 753irig
t/HiA, carport, vinyl
2570
unattached
baling.
gems with vinyl aidIB& Was
lug Cal 437-4714 after
$00
21' Bala, low hours
for sale
ffOUSES
older boat, great condi
some with acreage
bon, ctxkly. fast 436
tall 270-339-8824 or 6133
t10-339-8823
1978 1811 Mark Twain
115HP
Boat,
Days. Ski
MELROSE
Outboard
Mercury
312. central ser,
Great condition, runs
'appliances. 2 car
great new seats, skis.
garage. shown by
ski vests, all accesOwner
lippointment
sones included. $1.500
telephone (964)345nsr, ,7-7r1,7S-1.02C.f)
I 4te

like mind.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** There is so Much you
would rather do than handle your
finances. Your mind dnfts to a
trip, someone at a distance or
perhaps a very special idea. Talk
and share what is on your mind,
then deal with the budget.

n

ue Oared
%,
4111\, r

Orusc Park,
2-St.
ni, 4.36-2460i
0/1 it I R t1 1%11411
lKti 1st•11.
INst I: I 11
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ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
•Commercial
-Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

AUTRY
ROOFING
OXp,

guar.-1:
ROBY AUTRY
0-767-9597•13t4111144
Ceti 731-41s-0010
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Trash
CALLOWAY
761-3740,
Service
293-4045
CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks.
etc 752-0500 7593229

aver 30 years
experience
Sales I Installation
• 753-7728

Omar Sesdng. Topsoil,
um*, Olt Work,
Wbolsesie Pain

Free Column
FREE kitten to good
home Was dropped oft
and can't keep Call
753-4210 leave message
—--SHAR-PEI miniature,
spayed, female, housebroken, loving, sweet.
good home only 7591799

•
•
•

Deel Your CO-nelsitir-Wead A Check Up?

Ask the PC DOCTOR

PC DOCTOR • MURRAY

11111411

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC

favonte sport.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** A loved one or a child
inspires you. Still, you find that
your dream world could easily
take over. A boss or authority figure demands your attention. A
discussion about funds and
some basic issues is key.
Tonight: Now let your imagine-

Tonight Pay bills.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** The Moon in your sign
adds to your energy and persuasiveness Tackle a problem that
involves associates. You might
want to change the dynamics of
a financial situation. Talking
about it is the first step. Tonight:
Others respond to you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others want to hear from
you, and they let you know just
how important your views are to
them Wait a little longer, as you
might need to weigh certain
details Test your ideas on a
tried-and-true confidant Tonight:
Think some more.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Meetings prove to be
essential to launching your
plans. Be sensitive to yourself. If
you don't like your work and are
doing it just for the money, think
about changing fields. What
would really make you happy?
Going back to school might not
be as hard as you think Tonight:
Hook up with a friend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Much continues to drop on
you. You might not have all the
answers yet: you need to explore
the different possibilities. A creative concept can work. An asso-

Ask Us About

YCURCHCNCE
AMC

exclusively to
Practice and specialized training dedicated
es, eczema
diseas
sinus
the treatment of asthma, hay fever,
atauits.
en
and
childr
in
ers
disord
and other allergic
Welcome
No Referral Necessary • New Patients

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

MEET OUR STAFF...

Clockwise frpm

ERIC

. er
p:Li.Jennifer Wwiitt, and Aldan Walk

WALKER

EDITOR
Education is important to Ledger & Times Editor
Eric Walker. And the community's commitment
to education was a main factor in relocating
his family to Murray and Calloway County.
Eric heads a staff of talented reporters whose
#1 job is bringing you the latest, up-to-date news.

tf

(270) 227-08113
J270) 759-1 NH

F NEON BEACH

MINI-STORAGE
7$3-3653

PRECISE
CONTRACTORS
New construction
and remodels.
Concrete, replacement
windows, decks, shingle and metal roofing
and more 1-270-2931899
1-270-871-0195

David Borders
39
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-09

lAttlkE

270-436-5507 Home
270-293-7717 Cell

director Robert Parrish (19531
tion rock and roil
ciate proves to be most helpful
and supports your processing.
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
BORN TODAY
Tonight: Try to get in early.
Internet at http://wwwjacque,
(1972)
Diaz
Actress Cameron
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
linebigar.com.
,
(1947)
actress Peggy Lipton
***** Find experts or hop on
to
the computer -- just be sure
resolve a pending question. A
family member might be hiding
something from you. Be more
SERVICES OFFERED
aware of your immediate envi•Gemersi Maialenanee
Calk
se
to
•Hoa
ronment. You might want
Set I p
•Casalmarst Upgrades *Hew *tweaks Walled &
dream, but the present is impor•Vines Rama
•SsAvesee Upgrades
movie.
a
Rent
.
Tonight
tant.
-Caton BIB Coaparn
•Repsir
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
•Sysinx & *bed Coosillikiy
laerames
•
21)
***** Work with individuals,
rntbe
lho_podocionelchorlor r4•1 • 270-226-9577
and you'll get resuks. You really
Chamber ryl
Webelear Mftp://www.the-pcdoctor.com
you
-0089
unless
m
proble
a
have
don't
Bkominose Line: 270-759-0019 • FCIA 270-759
Cowmen e &
C•41 270-226-9577
make one. Others control the
Ownon
ar.
0
irmrratt
1"Vift
1.
makalwor &Mrs
•
ballgame, but your sixth sense
lassos in another's interest -- if
not today, then soon. Tonight: Go
along for the ride.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others dominate, which
could make you uncomfortable,
as you are dealing with finances.— You want and need oorol-b-these areas. Right now you can
listen and not agree. A dear partWe Service All Brands'
ner wants to spoil you. Tonight:
212 East Main St • 753-1586
.
person
special
Be with that
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your imagination seems
to be flying all over the place.
The problem is, you have some
errands or a project to get done.
Tame your thoughts, if possible,
and focus. You'll gain respect
and a larger audience. Tonight:
Get some exercise. Choose a

R

AM Slat Unfts
Available
'Now have Canals Control

We Specialize in Cleaning •Vinyl Siding & Fencing .Mobile Homes
•Brick •All EXLC11141 Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Ai iulable
Dnveway,
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots &

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing,
Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work

Mr Jacqueline Inger

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
inesday. Aug. 30, 2005:
Harnessing all your abilities will
492-88118 ROOF
take the utmost self-discipline.
REPAIRS. New
The good news is, if you do, you
Roofs all types 29
will achieve many of your longyears experience Cali
term desires. Friends and netCarters
working play significant roles in
767-0533 MOWING
your year. Communicate, stay in
mulching.
trimming,
and reach out to others.
touch
fobs
odd
,
painting
needs to be satisfywork
Your
Free
cleaning
ing. If it isn't, please consider a
Estimates 978-1115
If you are
Lamb's Tree major change of field.
A-1
Trimming, single, come November your
Service.
removal, etc Tractor popularity will soar and meeting
bushhogging, people will become much easier.
work
hauling. Junk clean up
If you are attached, your ability
gutter cleaning 436- to sham helps draw the two of
2867
you closer. Make a goal a reality
A-1 Stump Removal
together. Closeness abounds.
437-3044
CANCER encourages you.

Mountaineer
2003
oaded, extra nice,
32,000 miles 4354377 or 293-8358
2002 Chevy Trailblazer
EXT LT 2WD, 56.xxx
miles, running boards,
rear air, new tires, 1 owner, excellent condition. $16,000 2935600 or 753-9598
2002 Ford Explorer
XLS, 2WD, power
windows,
steering,
door locks and mirrors.
new tires. keyless
entry. cruise control,
A/C, 121,000 'miles.
$8.500 080 270-7539260
Rendezvous
2002
CXL Leather, loaded
to max. heated seats
3rd row. $13.500 2937455

David's Cleaning
Services

Horoscopes

-11RUNIty %MMus

2106 Southwest Drive
Custom built 36d, 2Eta
home for sale by original owner App 2,640
sq ft Many high-end
features Pnced thousands below replacement cost Phone 7539289 or 752-0152

Murray Ledger & runes

CLASSIFIEDS

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438

Thirmond
Nal/RANCE a MWES71111E4475

LiWGIRSTittEs
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071
753-1916• www.murrayledger.com
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COMICSSEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

Counterfeit gift ring still
sparkles in wife's eyes

INNulack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
employees of Bell Excavation
using earthrnovers to haul tons
of dirt away from the construction site of Regional Special
Events Center at Murray State
University. The $21 million arena
is expected to open in the fall
of 1997. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Main Street Youth Center sponsored a Playwriting Workshop
with Erica Payley Stevens from
Playhouse in the Park as instructor.
Births reported include a girl
to Sarah and James Delaney.
Aug. 22; a boy to Debra and
Billy Wyatt and a girl to Tina
and Todd Lovett, Aug. 23.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Thomas Houston kicking up a
cloud of dust with his combine
as he harvested the corn from
his 17 acre crop. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David Tuck.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Dale and Joanna Orr,
Aug. 24; a boy to Danny and
Beverly Stone. a boy to Mason
and Brenda Clapp. a girl to Kevin
and Jill Knipp and a boy to
Everett and Janice Clark, Aug.
25.
The 10th annual Labor Day
Arts & Crafts Festival will be
held at the Fenton activities area
in the Land Between the Lakes
Aug. 31 and Sept. I.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of construction for the swimming pool
at the new Murray-Calloway
County Park. The photo was by
Sff Photographer Dave Celaya.
U.S. Congressman Carroll

Hubbard was the speaker at a
meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Realtor Board.
State Rep. Kenneth lines was
the speaker at a dinner meeting
of the Murray Business & Professional Women's Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
Gail Lyons and Barry Thomas
Eveland were married Aug. 9 at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
40 years ago
"Work will begin soon on the
new Woodmen of the World building which will be located where
the old Murray Wholesale Grocery building was located at South
Third and Maple Streets. The
WOW plans to spend a lot of
money on the big building, both
inside and out," from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams, publisher.
New officers of the MurrayCalloway County United Fund
are Robert Moyer, Waylon Rayburn and Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker.
50 years ago
The Boy Scouts of America
will launch on Jan. I, 1956, a
four-year program known as
"Onward for God and My Country" to help prepare America's
boyhood to live in today's world
and prepare them to carry their
full share in the days ahead,
according to Al Hughes, Scout
executive of the Four Rivers
Council of the Boy Scouts of
America.
Prof. Gerald Megow of Murray State College spoke about
"Germany: Past and Present" at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House.

TO1181111111151017
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 29, the
241st day of 2005. There are 124
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 29, 1944, 15,000 American troops marched down the
Champs Elysees in Paris as the
French capital continued to celebrate its liberation from the Nazis.
On this date:
In 1533, the last Incan King
of Peru. Atahualpa, was murdered
Et rek EVY Fi.

on orders of Spanish conqueror
Francisco Pizarro.
In 1632, English philosopher
John Locke was born in Somerset.
In 1877, the second president
of the Mormon Church, Brigham
Young,died in Salt Lake City, Utah.
In 1943, responding to a clampdown by Nazi occupiers, Denmark
managed to scuttle most of its
naval ships.
In 1957, South Carolina Sen.
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DEAR ABBY: My husband
gave me a beautiful diamond
and sapphire ring for our
anniversary. Because it was
too large, I took it to a jeweler who has worked on many
pieces for
ss,
After
me.
looking at
the ring, he
me
asked
it
where
came from.
I told him it
was a gift
my
from
husband.
When I
the
asked
By Abigail
jeweler why
Van Buren
he asked, he
informed me that the sapphire
was synthetic and the "diamonds" were, in fact, cubic
zirconia. I was shocked, and
now I don't know what to do.
I'm not certain whether or not
to tell my husband. I don't
want him to think I don't like
the ring, in case he knew what
he was purchasing. It is beautiful, and I will love wearing
it regardless. However, if he
bought the ring thinking it was
the real McCoy, he may have
spent a lot more on it than it
is worth.
Because my husband has
always given me exquisite jewelry, I suspect he doesn't know.
Should I share this information with him or keep „my
STUCK IN
mouth shut?
STONE MOUNTAIN, GA.

DEAR STUCK: Tell your
husband that you took the ring
to the jeweler to have it sized
and what he told you. Assure
him that you love it and want
to keep it "regardless." He may
have bought it from the Home
Shopping Network, or he may
have been taken advantage of.
Either way, it will clear the
air.
001

DEAR ABBY: Over the past
few years, I have noticed an
increased number of restaurants putting the silverware in
a napkin and then setting the
rolled napkin on a bare table.
I have seen this at both casual dining restaurants and even
some fine dining establishments.
I was taught to place my
napkin on my lap as soon as
I sit down, but I don't like
leaving my silverware on the
bare table. I have tried placing the silverware on the bread
plate, creating an awkward pile
that is not conducive to eating bread, especially when butter gets involved. When there
is no bread plate. I have resorted to placing my silverware
on a sugar packet -- a faux
pas, but I'd prefer that to leaving my silverware on a bare
table.
-What should I do the next
time I encounter this situation? -- GERM-PHOBIC IN
SAN DIEGO
DEAR GERM-PHOBIC:
Ask your server for some extra
cloth napkins so you can "create" your own placemat. If
you (nicely) express your conto your server, most
cerns
Democa
(then
Strom Thurmond
restaurants will happily accomrat) ended a filibuster against a
modate your request. Alternacivil rights bill after talking for
more than 24 hours.
tively, you can bring your own
In 1965, Gemini Five, carrydisposable paper placemat with
ing astronauts Gordon Cooper and
you. (Buy a package at the
Charles ("Pete") Conrad, splashed
supermarket and keep it in
down in the Atlantic after eight
your car.)
days in space.
In 1966, the Beatles concludDEAR ABBY: Next week
ed their fourth American tour with
I go back to school. I'm only
their last public concert, at CanII, and I'm scared to go to
dlestick Park in San Francisco.
middle school. I miss everyone at my old school. I miss
my best friend. We met when
AND DORNG 5010/402
we were 6. She isn't going to
WE 6
VACAII00,iroyrigkewc,
middle school.
I feel so sad, like everything has changed. Did it ever
happen to you when you were
little? -- GOING TO MIDDLE
SCHOOL
DEAR GOING: Yes, as a
matter of fact, it did. I was a
couple of years older than you
when my parents left the Midwest and moved to California.
Let me share with you what
I learned from the experience.
Although changing schools can
be scary, it can also be the
start of a great adventure.
Change is a fact of life. Please
don't let it make you sad,
because it's usually for the better. Trust me.

Dear Abby
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Alcoholism must be
addressed before decline:
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
31-year-old female with two
beautiful, talented, intelligent
boys who deserve a real mother.
an
I'm
alcoholic.
I drink
privately in
own
my
home, so no
will
one
know how
badly this
disease has
affected me.
I have pains
By
Dr. Peter Gott where my
gallbladder
is and where my liver is —
particularly after a long binge.
I'm talking about drinking
myself to sleep, waking up,
and repeating the pattern again
and again. Am I hurting myself
so much that I won't be here
long enough to make sure my
boys are taken care of? I've
tried AA, but being a single
parent desperately trying to
make ends meet. I can't give
the program enough time. Are
the pains warning signals?
READER:
DEAR
Absolutely. From your brief
description and your admission of alcoholism, there is no
question that you have the disease.
Alcoholism is a baffling and
dangerous disease that eventually kills, if untreated. Your
abdominal pains could well
indicate liver inflammation, sohepatitis,"
called "alcohol
which is the first step in the
physical progression of the disorder. This complication is diag-

Dc Gott

nosed by blood tests.
If you continue to dnnk, you,
heart, pancreas and brain wali
begin to malfunction, too, atel
you'll not be able to cart re
your children.
Your first and only responsibility should be to remain
sober one day at a time. Thii
must become your life's goal;
Once you achieve sobriety;
everything will miraculousti
fall into place.
For example, Alcoholicsi
Anonymous is a 12-step pro-gram that will help you stop
drinking. It doesn't cost anything.
From a practical standpoint.
you're probably spending a
good deal of money buying
liquor. Doesn't it make molt
sense to use this money to
pay for a baby-sitter several,
evenings a week so that you
can get your life in orderq
You must give the program'
chance.
Most recovering alcoholics'
are prepared to sacrifice anything to stay sober. But, strangt-I.
ly enough, once they get sober,i
they discover that the only
thing they are really sacrific-,
ing is their addiction: friend$,,
family and employers are generally very supportive in assisting alcoholics to overcome their
disease.
Among other things, yob
are probably afraid of chatn.,
You've developed a comfortable little world in your bot.:
tle. Giving this up will require
enormous courage, but witti
help you can do it. You musi
do it, if you care for yourself
and your children.

ContractBridge

I

But when East-Viest began biti;.;
ding spades. Sobel adopted a diffggent strategy. Looking at 10 tricksgir
her own hand, and certain West;
would lead a spade, she bid notrurop;
at both her second and third tums!- -..
True, she didn't have the -book";
distribution for notrump play, but.
this didn't stop her from making;
what she considered to be the best
bid under the circumstances. She had.
not, after all, achieved her reputation;
by rigidly following textbook primer-.
ples.
West doubted four aotrump, hotwound up taking second money
when Sobel ran off the first 10 tricks
for a score of +810.
At several other tables, East-West
also reached four spades, but at most
of these tables, less imaginative
Souths continued on to five hearts,
and went down one.
The four-spade bidders who sok
although not
This deal occurred in the Open doubled fared badly
Pairs at the Eastern States Regional quite as badly as the pair that doh.'
tournament more than 60 years ago. bled four notrump. North led his sinThe heroine was Helen Sobel, con- gleton heart, and South cashed two
sidered by many to have been the hearts and the ace of diamonds
before leading a third heart. There
greatest woman player of all time.
Sobel was South and opened with was then no way declarer could prt:'
two hearts Had the opposition vent North from scoring a trump,
remained silent, she no doubt would trick either immediately or event's.,
have settled into a quiet four hearts, ally, and West wound up down three...
for an 800-point set.
making exactly.
Tomorrow: The long-term VIM.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
+1094
•7
•K 8 4 2
+107652
EAST
WEST
+87632
•KQ.15
•83
•94
•Q 7 6
•I 10 9 5 3
•K Q
•A8
SOUTH
A
AKQJ10652
•A
+943
The bidding•
North East
West
South
Pass
2 100
3+
2+
4+
Pass
Pass
3 NT
4 NT
Dble
Opening lead — king of spades.
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Mischievous
child
4 Canoe tree
9 Smidgen
12 Kabuki's kin
13 Bull-riding
event
14 Tax shelter
15 Orchestra
member
17 Doughnut
orders
19 II may be
hard-boiled
20 Tailoring iciti
21 Intuition
23 Data —
24 Talk
27 Make a hole
in one
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30 Say grace
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32 Keenly
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37 Bam neighbor
38 Fluffy's doe
39 Paperless
exams
41 LP successor
42 Martial art
43 Summer
hangouts
45 "The King and
l'name
46 II lets off steam
48 Took tirnber
51 Court
52 Volunteer
54 White — —
sheet
55 Lite cool cats
56 Rocket section
57 Flaming
DOWN
1 Merchandise
abbr
2 Me. to Maurice
3 Moon, in poetry
4 Admiral's jail
5 Charged
particle
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Bush hails Iraqi draft
constitution despite
Sunni non-endorsement
Republicans took hope in
CRAWFORD,Texas(AP) —
of progress, but without
signs
strongly
Bush
President
endorsed a proposed Iraqi con- much enthusiasm.
"We really don't know right
stitution despite failure of U.S.
on the
efforts to win backing of the now what's going on,
by
changes
It
there.
over
ground
Sunni
charter by minority
the hour, with respect to this
Muslims.
Thune,
"Their example is an inspira- constitution," Sen. John
'This
tion to all who share the univer- R-S.D., said on ABC's
making
we're
think
"I
Week."
democrasal values of freedom,
"
cy and the rule of law," Bush what I believe is progress.
Iraq,
in
envoy
top
Bush's
helia
at
Sunday
told reporters
copter hangar on his Texas U.S. Ambassador Zalmay
ranch. "This is a document of Khalilzad, was candid about
negowhich the Iraqis and the rest of what's at stake after Sunni
te
last-minu
that
declared
tiators
proud."
be
can
the world
But mindful that a direct U.S. changes aimed at easing their
campaign to win over voters in concerns had not worked.
In the Oct. 15 referendum,
provinces
Sunni-dominated
AP Photo
constitution will be defeated
the
good,
than
harm
more
do
could
n at Camp Casey 2
Actor and Peace activist Martin Sheen, left, applauds Cindy Sheeha
short of asking Iraqis if two-thirds of voters in any
stopped
he
Sheen joked that Sheehan
to vote for it or predicting its three provinces reject the charnear President Bush's ranch In Crawford, Texas, Sunday.
ter. Sunnis, though a minority in
approval.
was meeting the acting president.
Bush dismissed the constitu- Iraq's overall population of 27
tion's rejection by 15 members million, have the majority in at
of the Sunni negotiating team as least four provinces.
"That is the real test, whether
the opinion of a few.
"There are strong beliefs they will vote for it in large
among other Sunnis that this numbers or not," Khalilzad said
constitution is good for all on NBC. "If the Sunnis do vote
Iraqis, and that it adequately for it and approve the constitureflects compromises suitable to tion, the constitution is not
stopped, then it will be a nationall groups," he said.
ts were less opti- al compact and it will help with
Democra
During the service, several
the counterinsurgency strategy
CRAWFORD,Texas(AP) — vacation ends Friday.
mistic.
with pro-Bush signs drove
cars
She was among a group of
events unfold as he, and with the development of a
Cindy Sheehan hasn't achieved
hope
"I
by the
joint road map for the future of
a meeting with the president grieving_ families who met slowly down the road
but I'm not yet there.
man suggests,
one
Later,
.
two
campsite
about
_war
protest
ek
Bush
t
Presiden
during he three-we
president, for exam- Iraq. And if they don't_ then it
the
heard
protest. but she met a man who months after her son died last who had been walking down the ple, say that some,Sunnis were will be a problem."
year, before she became a vocal street was arrested and charged
plays one on TV.
Sunni support was also seen
in support of this," Sen. Ron
Martin Sheen, who portrays opponent of the war. Bush has with misdemeanor assault for Wyden, D-Ore, said on CNN's by the White House as crucial to
the president on NBC's 'The said she has the right to protest allegedly shoving an anti-war
"Late Edition." "My sense is taking the steam out of the vioWest Wing," visited Sheehan's and he sympathizes with her, but demonstrator,
McLennan
that there is a lot of opposition lent Sunni-led insurgency and
his aides have said there are no
makeshift campsite Sunday.
County sheriff's deputies said.
to
schedule
his
change
to
among Sunnis, that this is going thus allowing a drawdown of
plans
"At least you've got the actand
comings
the
all
Amid
with her again.
to be a very heavy lift to bring U.S. forces there.
ing president of the United meet
Casey on them on board."
Camp
around
goings
In addition to objections over
Al
Rev.
the
Sunday.
Earlier
States," Sheen said as the crowd
activists
peace
such as federalism, Iraq's
interfaith
Sunday,
issues
an
at
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
a more than 300 people Sharpton spoke
Peter told NBC's "Meet the Press": identity and references to
he
and
Cleve
saying
Van
e
camp,
the
Geneviev
at
service
what
know
you
think
"I
cheered.
I do for a living, but this is what was compelled to meet Sheehan. Ravella got married.
"They still have no concrete Saddam Hussein's Sunni-domi"I feel that it is our moral
I do to stay alive."
After the war protest ends plan as to how we're going to nated Baath Party, some Sunnis
Sheehan arrived in President obligation to stand and to be and Sheehan packs up camp, the proceed other than hope and have expressed concerns that the
Bush's adopted hometown Aug. courageous with these families, anti-war group plans to spread pray that this constitution is draft could lead to Iraq's domi(I and promised to stay until she and particularly Cindy. that have its message on a bus tour, with accepted by the Iraqi people, nation by Shiite Islamic clerics
could question Bush about the become the conscience of this the first stop likely in the south- which seems to me like a tough tied to Iran and that it would
war that has claimed more than nation," said Sharpton, a former east Texas district of U.S. House bet."
curb's women's rights.
1;870 U.S. soldiers' lives — 1)emocratic presidential candiDeLay.
Tom
Leader
Majority
including her son Casey. Bush's date.

Sheen, Sharpton
visit anti-war cam

AP Photo

A member of the Iraqi
National Assembly raises
his hand during a sesson
in Baghdad's "Green Zone"
today, a day after Iraq's
new draft constitution was
finalized. The parliament
convened to discuss new
electoral laws among other
issues.
"Of course, there's disagreeBush said. "We're
watching a political process
unfold, a process that has
encouraged debate and compromise — a constitution that was
written in a society in which
people recognize that there had
to be give and take."
The president predicted an
increase in insurgent attacks that
will be "more desperate, more
despicable and more vicious"
leading up to the October vote.
"We are determined to see
the Iraqis fully secure their democratic gains," he said. "We
have hard work ahead of us."
ment,"
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